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Nurmalasari, Riza Yuli. 2021. Translation Procedures and Meaning 
Equivalence in the Indonesian Subtitle of Oscar Winning Movie “The King’s 
Speech.” Study program of English, Department of Languages and Literature, 
Faculty of Cultural Studies, Universitas Brawijaya. Supervisor: Yana Shanti 
Manipuspika. 
Key Terms: Translation, Translation Procedures, Meaning Equivalence, Movie, 
Subtitle. 
In the process of translating a subtitle, a translator has to carefully choose 
the right procedures to translate the message conveyed in the original or the source 
language (SL) text into the target language (TL) text while taking into consideration 
the limitation in making subtitles. Therefore, the translator needs to follow 
translation procedures and meaning equivalence in order to comply with those 
requirements. This study attempted to analyze the translation procedure and 
meaning equivalence used in the Bahasa Indonesia subtitle of The King’s Speech 
(2010) movie. This study used a descriptive qualitative approach since the aim of 
this study is to identify and analyze the translation procedures used by the translator 
and the meaning equivalence applied in the Bahasa Indonesia subtitle of The King’s 
Speech movie. The data were analyzed by using Suryawinata and Hariyanto’s 
classification of translation procedures theory (2003) and Pym’s equivalence theory 
(2007). The result of this study revealed that from 12 classification of translation 
procedures proposed by Suryawinata and Hariyanto (2003), 11 procedures were 
applied by the translator in the making of Bahasa Indonesia subtitles of The King’s 
Speech movie except one, which is official translation procedure. Furthermore, both 
natural (two way) and directional (asymmetrical) equivalence were applied in the 
movie subtitling. Future researchers are suggested to analyze the translation 
procedures patterns using a stringent statistical tool for more reliable results and 
credibility of the findings since this study was limited to descriptive findings only. 
Furthermore, the scope of this study was also limited to translation procedures and 
meaning equivalence between English and Bahasa Indonesia, so any other 





Nurmalasari, Riza Yuli. 2021. Prosedur Penerjemahan dan Kesepadanan 
Makna dalam Subtitle Indonesia Film Peraih Oscar “The King’s Speech.” 
Program Studi Bahasa Inggris, Jurusan Bahasa dan Sastra, Fakultas Ilmu Budaya, 
Universitas Brawijaya. Supervisor: Yana Shanti Manipuspika. 
Key Terms: Translation, Translation Procedures, Meaning Equivalence, Movie, 
Subtitle  
Dalam proses penerjemahan subtitle, seorang penerjemah harus cermat 
memilih prosedur yang tepat untuk menerjemahkan pesan yang disampaikan dalam 
teks asli atau teks Bahasa sumber (Bsu) ke dalam teks Bahasa target (Bsa) dengan 
tetap mempertimbangkan keterbatasan dalam membuat subtitle. Oleh karena itu, 
penerjemah perlu mengikuti prosedur penerjemahan dan kesepadanan makna agar 
dapat memenuhi persyaratan tersebut. Penelitian ini mencoba menganalisis 
prosedur penerjemahan dan padanan makna yang digunakan dalam subtitle Bahasa 
Indonesia film The King’s Speech (2010). Penelitian ini menggunakan pendekatan 
kualitatif deskriptif karena tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah untuk mengidentifikasi 
dan menganalisis prosedur penerjemahan yang digunakan oleh penerjemah dan 
padanan makna yang diterapkan dalam subtitle Bahasa Indonesia film The King’s 
Speech. Data dianalisis dengan menggunakan teori klasifikasi prosedur 
penerjemahan Suryawinata dan Hariyanto (2003) dan teori kesetaraan Pym (2007). 
Hasil penelitian ini mengungkapkan bahwa dari 12 klasifikasi prosedur 
penerjemahan yang dikemukakan oleh Suryawinata dan Hariyanto (2003), 11 
prosedur diterapkan oleh penerjemah dalam pembuatan subtitle Bahasa Indonesia 
film The King's Speech kecuali satu, yaitu prosedur penerjemahan resmi. 
Selanjutnya, kedua kesetaraan alami (dua arah) dan terarah (asimetris) diterapkan 
dalam penelitian ini. Peneliti selanjutnya disarankan untuk menganalisis pola 
prosedur penerjemahan menggunakan alat statistik yang ketat untuk hasil yang 
lebih andal dan temuan yang kredibel karena penelitian ini terbatas pada temuan 
deskriptif saja. Selain itu, ruang lingkup penelitian ini juga terbatas pada prosedur 
penerjemahan dan kesetaraan makna antara bahasa Inggris dan bahasa Indonesia, 
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This chapter consists of the background of the study, problems of the study, 
objectives of the study, and the definition of key terms. 
 
1.1 Background of the Study 
Translation can be described as an activity to transfer the message from one 
language (source language) to another language (target language). As Catford 
(1965, p. 20) states, “Translation is the replacement of textual material in one 
language (SL) by equivalent textual material in another language (TL).” This 
definition asserts that the important point of translation is equivalence. The 
translated material must contain an equivalent message and not deviate from the SL 
message. 
Translation plays a major role nowadays since it is an activity that interprets 
not only the language itself but also its culture while trying to maintain the meaning, 
purposes, or message of the original or source language. That is why, both 
languages’ differences in both grammar and structure cannot be ignored since it 
may cause some problems afterwards. It is a must for the translator to have an effort 
to learn the right theory for translation and to have an extensive knowledge and 
skills regarding both languages. As a result, the problem will be solved if the 
essence of the message from the source language can be fully conveyed into the 
target language. Newmark (1986, p. 19) also supports this idea by stating: 
Translation theory attempts to give more insight into the relation between thought, 




and behavior, the understanding of cultures, the interpretation of texts that may be 
clarified and even supplemented by way of translation. 
Munday (2008, p. 5) adds that the meaning of translation can refer to both the 
product or the text that has been translated and the process or the act of translating. 
According to Nida and Taber (1982, p. 12) translation itself is the process of 
reproducing the source language to the receptor language in the closest natural 
equivalent message both in meaning and style. It means, translation is an activity to 
reproduce a certain language (source language) into another language (target 
language) without losing the original meaning or message. 
In the old times, translation was used only for religious purposes like 
translating the bible, but nowadays, translation has wider scope of its application 
and in many different fields like audiovisual field (Tabiati et al, 2017, pp. 1-2). 
Nowadays, translation products for communication purposes have been widely 
used to obtain not only information and knowledge, but also entertainment which 
are implemented in the form of books, newspapers, magazines, and many audio-
visual formats such as DVDs, VCDs, etc. It can be said that translation serves to 
bridge the communication gap between people with different cultural and linguistic 
backgrounds.  
Therefore, as Larson (1984) said, translation specifically consists of studying 
the lexicon, grammatical structure, and cultural context of the source language that 
the translator must overcome by finding the closest target language equivalent. It 
means that a translator has to know that there are many other aspects that have to 
be considered to create an acceptable target language to its speaker when translating 




structure of the target language, but also the culture as well. According to Larson 
(1981, cited in Tabiati et al, 2017, p. 9), to understand the meaning of the source 
language text, the process of translation consists of analyzing the words, the 
grammatical structure, communication situation of the source language text, and 
the cultural context so that they will be able to reproduce the closest natural 
equivalent in the target language. 
To translate one language into another, translation experts have constructed 
translation procedures and methods. Both terms and theories are used in translating 
language to create or reproduce a precise translation. According to Newmark (1988, 
p. 88), translation procedures are used for the sentence and the smaller units of 
language while translation methods relate to the whole text. 
Based on Newmark’s statement above, the theory of translation procedures is 
compatible as the basis for analyzing the subtitles of a movie. As the industry of 
movies continues to grow rapidly, the translation of films continues to develop as 
well. To deal with that, a specialized translation branch that focuses on movies is 
created. This branch is called subtitling, which is the sub-branch of audiovisual 
translation (AVT) that focuses on the transfer of one language to another with 
verbal components contained in audiovisual works and products. Subtitling 
involves the translation process of the spoken source language dialogue into the 
target language in the form of synchronized captions or more widely known as 
subtitles. 
Hurt and Wilder (1998, cited in Matkivska, 2014, p. 40) mention subtitles as 
a presentation of dialogue translation in a film in the form of titles, usually at the 




displayed at the bottom of a cinema or television screen that translate or transcribe 
the dialogue or narrative. It is usually located at the bottom of the screen and enables 
the target audience to be aware of the source language’s ‘foreignness’ at all times 
(Szarkowska, A. 2005). The ‘foreignness’ refers to the original audio in the movie’s 
dialogue, as it is left unaltered. Because of that, the audience gets to enjoy the 
‘foreign’ voice of the source language or the movie while understanding the 
meaning at the same time with the help of subtitles. 
Nevertheless, like any other translation branches, subtitling has its own 
degree of difficulties. Different with literary translation, subtitle translation is a 
process from spoken language to written text and is very dependent on subtitling 
equipment to present or transfer information to the viewers. In the movie, subtitles 
exist so that the viewers can understand the meaning of actions and dialogue that 
are presented on the screen. It usually consists of one or two lines with an average 
maximum length of 35 characters (Sayogie, F. 2009), such regulations are taken 
into account so that there are no crowded translated subtitles on the screen. After 
all, the purpose of translation is not to make things confusing for the reader, but to 
provide clear meaning of the source text. All those rules on the process of creating 
a subtitle are considered as a constrained translation. 
The word ‘constrained’ in this matter refers to the limited space and time 
contained within the translation of audiovisual products (Munday, 2008). It means 
that the translator needs to carefully handle the word placement and duration in the 
subtitle during the whole movie. The translator also needs to keep in mind the 
technical aspects of the cinematography such as the camera cuts and the rhythm 




the translator needs to use an appropriate translation procedure which is more suited 
to subtitling. 
Despite many technical difficulties in subtitling, a subtitle would still manage 
to be produced as a good translation product. Examples of a good, translated subtitle 
can be seen from TV’s or official release of certain movies in the form of VCD’s. 
DVD’s, or Blu-ray’s. Those official subtitles are usually adjusted or modified to 
possess a high readability rate or translation quality.  Clifford (1998) mentioned in 
his statement that translation procedure needs to be flexible enough to adapt to 
changing conditions in the text thus it conforms to the word ‘adjust’ and ‘modify’ 
before. 
The process of translation in official subtitles has sparked the writer’s 
curiosity in studying it. As subtitles only consist of sentences and phrases, the 
researcher decides to use translation procedures as the theory to analyze movie 
subtitles. 
Many studies concerning translation procedures have been conducted. For 
example, a study by Nahdiar (2018) was conducted to analyze and identify the 
translation procedure and meaning equivalence applied in the English subtitle of 
Headshot movie using Newmark’s classification of translation procedures theory 
(1988) and Pym’s equivalence theory (2010). Another study conducted by Fandi 
(2014) also analyzed the translation procedures and meaning equivalence, but 
instead of using Pym’s equivalence theory, Fandi used the meaning equivalence 
theory proposed by Nida. 
The researcher chose the most successful independent British film ever in 




the object of the study. Directed by Tom Hooper, the film that stars veteran actor, 
Colin Firth, has received a total of twelve award nominations and won four at the 
83rd Academy Awards and crowned as the film with the most nominations than any 
other film that year. With his incredible performance, Colin Firth also won the 
various prestigious film awards as the Best Actor through his role as the future King 
George VI in The King’s Speech. As this movie has achieved an incredible 
international appreciation, the subtitling team worked hard to translate the dialogue 
in this film so that the essence of this film could be conveyed precisely through 
various languages including Bahasa Indonesia.  
The fact that English and Bahasa Indonesia have different word and sentence 
structure, for instance, the use of plural noun and verb in a sentence, may make the 
translator change the original construction of the sentence in target language. The 
construction of an oral language in English that is different from the written one, 
makes the translation process needs more consideration. If it is translated as it is, 
with the same structure using literal translation for example, the result will be far 
from decent. Therefore, the translator will have to modify the structure, or even 
change the sentence to make the same intended meaning of the source language in 
the subtitle of the target language. 
Hence the differences between English and Bahasa Indonesia, and the various 
rules and limitations in subtitling, the meaning in the translation of both languages 
require an extensive analysis. The meaning equivalence of both languages in the 
subtitle needs to be observed further. Meaning equivalence is the extent to which 




constraints, which underline and complicate any act of translation. (House, 2015, 
p. 7). 
According to Pym (2010, cited in Panou, 2013, p. 7), the concept of 
equivalence is a relation of “equal value” between an ST segment and a TT segment 
and can be established on any linguistic level from form to function. Since the 
dialogue is in verbal, while the subtitle is in written form with many rules and 
limitations, therefore, the translator must be smart in achieving the requirement of 
making subtitles while maintaining the intended meaning from a source language 
to the target language audiences. 
In this case, even the way the translator writes the subtitle in TL may be 
different with the SL spoken by the characters; they must maintain the meaning and 
the context within the movie. Therefore, analyzing the meaning equivalence is 
required to examine the meaning in subtitles with the dialogue in the movie. By 
using the concept of equivalence proposed by a translation expert, the researcher 
will be able to classify and determine how the utterances in the subtitle are equal 
with the concept of the movie. 
Corresponding with the elaboration above, the researcher decides to analyze 
the subtitle of The King’s Speech movie focusing on the main characters’ dialogue 
which is the King George VI played by Colin Firth and Lionel Logue, the king’s 
speech and language therapist played by Geoffrey Rush. By analyzing the subtitle, 
the researcher tries to find out the translation procedures applied in the subtitle. By 
finding the translation procedures, the researcher will know the way translators 




classifies the meaning equivalence of the sentence to know how the subtitle is equal 
with the utterances of the main characters in the movie. 
By fulfilling this study entitled, “The Meaning Equivalence Applied in the 
Indonesian Subtitle of Oscar Winner Movie The King’s Speech”, the researcher 
expects this study will be of any help to the development of translation study 
especially in movie subtitling. For the reader, they can get knowledge about the 
limitations in making subtitles as well as its procedures. Since there are limitations 
in making subtitles, the readers can also comprehend what the limitations are and 
the manner in which the translator solves it, particularly in the applied translation 
procedures and meaning equivalence. The researcher hopes that this study can be 
beneficial as a reference for future researchers who conduct research in a similar 
topic which is translation, especially in the application of translation procedures and 
meaning equivalence. 
 
1.2 Problems of the Study 
Based on the background of the study above, the writer proposes these 
following problems: 
1. What are the translation procedures applied in the Indonesian subtitles of 
the two main characters in The King’s Speech movie? 
2. What is the meaning equivalence applied in the Indonesian subtitle of the 
two main characters in The King’s Speech movie? 
 
1.3 Objectives of the Study 




1. To find the translation procedures applied in the Indonesian subtitle of the 
two main characters in The King’s Speech movie? 
2. To find the meaning equivalence applied in the Indonesian subtitle of the 
two main characters in The King’s Speech movie? 
 
1.4 Definition of Key Terms 
The definitions of the key terms used in this study are as follow: 
1. Translation 
Translation is defined as the process in reproducing the receptor language, the 
closest natural equivalent of the source language message, first in terms of 
meaning and secondly in terms of style (Nida and Taber, 1982, p. 12). In this 
study, the source language is English while the target language is Bahasa 
Indonesia. 
2. Translation Procedures 
Translation procedures are the procedures used in the process of translation to 
translate sentences and the smaller units of language (Newmark, 1988, p. 81). 
In this study, the classification of translation procedures is based on 
Suryawinata and Hariyanto (2003) since it relates more with the current studies 
which translate English phrases, clauses or sentences, into Bahasa Indonesia. 
3. Meaning Equivalence 
Meaning equivalence is a relation of “equal value” between an ST segment and 
a TT segment and can be established on any linguistic level from form to 
function (Pym, 2020, cited in Panou (2013), p. 5). In this study, the meaning 




4. The King’s Speech Movie 
The King’s Speech is a 2010 historical movie directed by Tom Hooper and 
written by David Seidler. This movie revolves around the story of how King 
George VI overcame his stammer to ascend to the throne of British Empire in 
1936 through the help of a speech therapist (www.imdb.com/title/tt1504320/). 
In this study, the researcher will only focus on the two main characters in the 
movie, which are the King George VI character played by Colin Firth and his 
speech therapist character played by Geoffrey Rush. 
5. Subtitle 
Subtitle is a presentation of dialogue translation in a film in the form of titles, 
usually at the bottom of the screen (Hurt and Widler. 1998, cited in Matkivska, 
2014, p. 40). In this study, the researcher will use the official Bahasa Indonesia 







REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
This chapter consists of some theories related to this study which are 
translation, translation procedures, meaning equivalence, subtitle, and previous 
studies.  
2.1 Translation 
According to Catford (1965, p.20), translation is defined as “the replacement 
of textual material in one language (SL) by equivalent textual material in another 
language (TL).” Another definition given by Catford (1965, p.1) is that translation 
is “a process of substituting a text in one language for a text in another.” 
Furthermore, Nida and Taber (1982, p.12) define translation as the process in 
reproducing the receptor language, the closest natural equivalent of the source 
language message, first in terms of meaning and secondly in terms of style. 
Meaning must be given priority. 
Another definition stated by Lafevere (1992, p.1), that a translation, of course, 
is a rewriting of an original text. All rewriting, whatever intention, reflects a certain 
ideology and poetics and such manipulates literature to function in a given society 
in a given way. Rewriting is manipulation, undertaken in the service of power, and 
in its positive aspect can help in the evolution of a literature and a society. 
Munday (2008, p.5) also mentions “the term translation itself has several 
meanings: it can refer to the general subject field, the product (the text that has been 





From the above explanation, the conclusion is that translation can be called a 
transfer language known as Source Language (SL) to another language or target 
language (TL) without changing the original meaning from the SL. Translation is 
transferring the message of written, spoken, or signed expression of a source 
language (SL) text into the target language (TL) text. SL is the language used in the 
original text while TL is the language of the readers. As stated by Nida above, 
translation reproduces the closest natural equivalent. Translating must aim 
primarily at reproducing the message. That means that a translator must figure the 
message out first and then find the equivalent message in the target language. The 
best equivalent will make the reader read the translation as natural as the original 
text, so the best translation does not sound like a translation. 
 
2.2 Translation Procedures 
There are countless theories regarding translation procedures from various 
experts. In 1988, Newmark proposed 17 classifications of translation procedures 
including transference, naturalization, cultural equivalent, and 13 others. 
Furthermore, Newmark’s theory has been widely used for many notable researchers 
in the field of translation. For example, his theory was used to examine the case of 
neologisms in children’s and adult’s literature in Iran in 2009 by a professor of 
TEFL at Sabzevar University of Medical Science, Nematullah Shomoossi, PhD. 
Shomoossi with his research entitled, Translation Procedures in the Children’s and 
Adult’s Literature: the Case of Neologism, used Newmark’s classification of 
translation procedures to offer insights into strategies utilized in translating 




proposed their own classifications of translation procedures, and one of them is 
Suryawinata and Hariyanto in 2003. Still based on the theory proposed by 
Newmark, Suryawinata and Hariyanto elaborate their own classification of 
translation procedures and are still related with the original theories and reflect more 
with the relation between English and Bahasa Indonesia. 
The use of theory from Suryawinata and Hariyanto (2003) in Bahasa 
Indonesia and English translation research has been done often. For example, Sapta 
et al, through Journal of English Education and Teaching in 2020, used this theory 
to find out translation procedures applied by the fifth-semester students of English 
Education Study Program in translating English written text into Indonesian. Using 
Suryawinata and Hariyanto’s (2003) classification of translation procedures is 
simply because the two theorists, in formulating their translation procedures theory, 
have mastered the fields of science, knowledge, and cultural understanding of 
Bahasa Indonesia. Hence, the use of Suryawinata and Hariyanto’s (2003) 
classification of translation theory for this research.   
Suryawinata and Hariyanto in their book, Translation: Bahasan Teori dan 
Penuntun Praktis Menerjemahkan (2003, p. 67), divide the translation procedures 
into two. The first one is structural procedure, which relates to the structure of a 
sentence. While the second is semantic procedure, which relates to the meaning of 
the words of sentences being translated. 
Therefore, the following is the classification of the translation procedures 
proposed by Suryawinata and Hariyanto (2003, p. 70): 





The translator must add certain words in Target language due to the 
structural demand of the Target Language. 
b. Subtraction 
The translator obliges to subtract certain words in Target Language 
so that the translation will be natural and structurally acceptable. 
(Suryawinata & Hariyanto, 2003) 
c. Transposition 
This procedure changes the structure changes the structure of the 
Source Language in the Target Language in order to convey the message 
from the original language and generally accepted by the readers of the 
Target Language (Suryawinata & Hariyanto, 2003) 
2. Semantic Procedures 
a. Borrowing 
Borrowing is the procedure of transferring a source language (SL) 
word into a target language (TL) word. One of the reasons for borrowing 
is that a translator does not find a suitable equivalent in the target language 
(Suryawinata & Hariyanto, 2003, p. 71). 
b. Cultural Equivalent 
Cultural Equivalent is the procedure of using exclusive and special 
words in the target language to replace the exclusive words in the source 
language. The most important thing is that the special words in the source 
language are replaced culturally with the target language. However, this 




the source language since the cultures among countries are different from 
one another (Suryawinata & Hariyanto, 2003, p. 72). 
c. Descriptive Equivalent (DE) and Componential Analysis (CA) 
Descriptive Equivalent (DE) is a procedure that tries to describe the 
meaning and function of the source language (Newmark, 1988, p. 83-84). 
DE is done since the words of the SL are strongly related to exclusive 
culture of the SL and the equivalent cannot give an exact level of meaning 
(Suryawinata & Hariyanto, 2003, p. 73). 
Componential Analysis (CA) is similar to DE. In this procedure, a 
source language word is translated into the target language word by 
specifying the components of the source language. CS is used since a 
translator does not find the equivalent in the target language, and he 
considers that the readers should understand its real meaning (Suryawinata 
& Hariyanto, 2003, p. 73).  
d. Synonym 
Synonym is appropriate when a literal translation is not possible and 
because the word is not important enough for componential analysis. 
Synonymy is a near target language equivalent to a SL word in a context, 
where a precise equivalent may or may not exist (Newmark, 1988, p. 84). 
e. Official Translation 
Official Translation is a procedure when a translator translates a text, 
they should understand the official translation of the SL in the TL. For 
instance, a translator who translates a text in a foreign language into 




dan Kata Asing” which was published by “Pusat Pengembangan dan 
Pembinaan Bahasa, DEPDIKBUD RI” (Suryawinata & Hariyanto, 2003, 
p. 74). 
f. Reduction and Expansion 
Reduction is a procedure of deletion of the components of 
translation in the source language. Meanwhile, expansion is the opposite 
of reduction. 
Expansion is a procedure of adding one component or more in the 
target language (Suryawinata & Hariyanto, 2003, p. 74) 
g. Addition 
Addition is a procedure of adding some information in translation 
text to get an obvious meaning. In other words, addition is the procedure 
in which the translator supplies additional information within the text at 
the end of the chapter or at the end of the book (Newmark, 1988, p. 91-
92). 
h. Omission and Deletion 
Omission and Deletion is a procedure of omitting the words or texts 
of the source language. In other words, omission means that the words or 
texts of the source language are not translated. 
i. Modulation 
Modulation is the variation through a change of viewpoint, of 
perspective and very often of category of thought. It occurs when the 




conformity with the current norms of the TL, since the SL and the TL may 
appear dissimilar in terms of perspective (Newmark, 1988, p. 88). 
 
2.3 Meaning Equivalence 
As mentioned before, according to Nida and Taber (1982, cited in Tabiati et 
al, 2017, p. 3), translation is a process in reproducing the receptor language the 
closest natural equivalent of the source language message, which means that the 
meaning equivalence of both languages must be assured. Meaning equivalence has 
to do with the degree to which the translator figures out how to arrange the 
linguistics and contextual conditions and constraints which underline and 
complicate the practice of translation (House, 2015, p. 7). The translator sometimes 
must be forced to modify the sentence to fulfill any kind of restriction in the practice 
of making subtitles. To grasp the degree of equivalence in the Indonesian subtitle 
of The King’s Speech movie, the researcher decides to use Pym’s theory of meaning 
equivalence. According to Pym (2010, cited in Panou, 2013, p. 5), equivalence is a 
relation of “equal value” between a source text (ST) segment and a target text (TT) 
segment and can be established on any linguistic level from form to function. 
Pym (2007) in his studies proposes two main types of equivalence, which are 
“natural” and “directional”. According to Pym, natural equivalence is concerned 
with what language ideally does prior to translation, which means that natural 
equivalence exists independently of the translator’s actions, while directional 
equivalence is different. Directional equivalence is all about what translators can 
do in the language. It means that it involves asymmetry since when translating one 




when translating another way (Pym, 2007). In short, if there are not any changes in 
the sentence or word when the target text is translated back into the source text, it 
is considered as natural equivalence text. On the other hand, a translated text is 
considered as directional equivalence if there is a change in the structure when the 
target text is translated back into the source language. 
 
2.4 Subtitle 
O’Connell (2007, p. 169) defines subtitling as ‘supplementing the original 
voice soundtrack by adding written text on the screen’ to facilitate an access for the 
foreign viewers on audiovisual product in a foreign language, while subtitle is a 
presentation of dialogue translation in a film in the form of titles, usually at the 
bottom of the screen (Hurt and Widler, 1998, cited in Matkivska, 2014, p. 40). 
Gottlieb (cited in Baker, 2001) describes subtitle as a transcription of film or TV 
dialogue that is presented simultaneously on the screen. It usually consists of one 
or two lines with an average maximum length of 35 characters. Subtitles are placed 
at the bottom of the picture and are either centered or left-aligned. 
 
2.5 Previous Studies 
There are two previous studies that related to this study. The first one was 
conducted by Fandi (2014) entitled Translation Procedures and Meaning 
Equivalence in Subtitle of the Animated Movie ‘Monster University’. The study 
focuses on finding out the translation procedures and equivalence that were used in 
the subtitle translation of the animated movie Monster University. The research 




his research. The data is collected by watching the movie, reading the script, and 
categorizing the subtitle of the movie using Newmark’s translation procedures and 
Nida’s equivalence theory. The findings of the study were that the researcher found 
nine strategies were used in the movie. Those strategies are as follows: transference, 
expansion and reduction, modulation, transposition, functional equivalent, cultural 
equivalent, synonymy, naturalization, and couplets. Also, both formal and dynamic 
equivalence were found as well with dynamic equivalence being dominantly used. 
In his study, it can be concluded that the main point of subtitle translation of 
Monster University involves removing unneeded elements to save space (such as 
cultural words and character names), adding extra word to TL if the subtitle is too 
short, and neutralizing cultural words or specific terms to achieve clarity for the TL. 
The second study was conducted by Nahdiar (2018) entitled Translation 
Procedures Applied in the Subtitle of Headshot Movie. The study was a qualitative 
one and the design of the study was document analysis since it focused on analyzing 
and identifying the translation procedures and meaning equivalence applied in the 
subtitle of Headshot movie. The data were analyzed by using Newmark’s 
classification of translation procedures theory (1988) and Pym’s equivalence theory 
(2007). The result of his study revealed that the procedures applied by the translator 
involved transference, naturalization, cultural equivalent, functional equivalent, 
synonymy, transposition, modulation, compensation, reduction and addition, and 
couplets. The study showed that both natural and directional equivalence were 
applied in it. There were seven procedures not applied in this study. Those were 
descriptive equivalent, through-translation, recognized translation, translation 




The studies by Fandi (2014) and Nahdiar (2018) share some similarities and 
differences with the present study. The similarity with the study conducted by Fandi 
(2014) is both studies are trying to identify the translation procedures and meaning 
equivalence from an English language movie, while the difference lies in the theory 
used to identify the translation procedures and the meaning equivalence. In this 
study, the writer uses Suryawinata and Hariyanto translation procedures theory and 
uses Pym’s theory for the meaning equivalence. On the other hand, the similarity 
with the thesis by Nahdiar (2018) is both studies use Pym’s equivalence theory 
while the differences are in the Nahdiar’s study, the writer used Newmark’s 
translation procedures theory, while in this study, the researcher uses Suryawinata 
and Hariyanto’s translation procedures theory. Also, the source language of the 







This chapter consists of the description of the methodology used in this study, 
covering the research design, data sources, data collection, and data analysis.  
3.1 Research Design 
This study used a descriptive qualitative approach since the aim of this study 
is to identify and analyze the translation procedures used by the translator and the 
meaning equivalence. Furthermore, this study used a qualitative method because 
the data were in the form of words, not numbers. According to Denzin and Lincoln 
(2005), the qualitative approach is multimethod in focus, involving an 
interpretative, naturalistic approach to its subject matter. This means that qualitative 
researchers study things in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of, or 
interpret, phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them. Furthermore, 
Ary et al (2010, p. 424) stated that one of the major characteristics of qualitative 
approach is that it deals with the data that are in the form of words rather than 
number and statistics while analyzing the data inductively. Based on the two 
statements above, this study was related and appropriate in using this approach.  
 
3.2 Data Source 
The data source of this study was the official Bahasa Indonesia subtitle of The 
King’s Speech movie on Netflix. Netflix is a legal media streaming platform which 
offers thousands of movies with their official subtitles. Hence, the researcher 




reliable data. The data in this study were the transcriptions of the two main 
characters in the movie which is in English and the Bahasa Indonesia subtitle of all 
the utterances spoken by the two main characters in the movie, which are King 
George VI played by actor Colin Firth and his speech therapist played by actor 
Geoffrey Rush. 
 
3.3 Data Collection 
In collecting the data needed in this study, the writer did several steps: 
1. Watching The King’s Speech movie with Bahasa Indonesia subtitle on 
www.netflix.com 
2. Writing the utterances or the dialogues spoken by the two main characters 
which are in English and its Indonesian subtitle. 
3. Identifying the translation procedure used in translating the utterances or the 
dialogues spoken by the two main characters in the movie to make the 
Indonesian subtitle. 
4. Identifying sentences/clause/phrases/words which indicate the applied 
meaning equivalence of the sentence. 
 
3.4 Data Analysis 
The researcher used Suryawinata and Hariyanto’s (2003) classification of 
translation procedures to analyze the procedures applied by the translator and used 
equivalence theory proposed by Pym (2010) to analyze the meaning equivalence in 
the subtitles. 




1. Classifying the translated utterances of the two main characters in the subtitle 
into translation procedures based on Suryawinata and Hariyanto’s theory 
(2003). 
2. Identifying the translated utterances of the two main characters in the subtitle 
according to the type of meaning equivalence based on Pym’s theory on 
equivalence (2010). 
3. Organizing the classification table according to the sample: 








1. Data 1 Data 1 Data 1 Data 1 
 
4. Analyzing the data. 
5. Discussing and summarizing the findings. 






FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
  
This chapter presented the findings and discussion. The finding presents the 
results of the research. The finding is derived from the data which have been 
classified based on the classification of translation procedures and the meaning 
equivalence. Then, the data found are presented in the discussion which present a 
deep explanation for each result. The explanation of each result is divided on the 
research objectives. Which are the classification of translation procedures and the 
meaning equivalence 
4.1 Findings 
The finding consists of the result of the classification of translation procedures 
and the meaning equivalence. 
4.1.1 Classification of Translation Procedures 
The classification of translation procedures is the first objective of the study 
described in this research. In order to analyze the translation procedures, the 
researcher used the classification of translation procedures based on 
Suryawinata and Hariyanto (2003) which is divided into two. First is Structural 
Procedures, which relates to the structure of the sentence that consists of 
addition, subtraction, and transposition. While the second one is Semantic 
procedures, which put the meaning into consideration that consist of 
borrowing, cultural equivalent, descriptive equivalent or componential 
analysis, synonym, official translation, reduction or expansion, addition, 
omission or deletion, and modulation. The data were organized into the 




the source language which is in English, into the target language, which is in 
Bahasa Indonesia. 
4.1.1.1. Structural Procedures 
1. Addition 
There are 16 data classified into addition. From the 16 data, the 
translator translates the original or the source language into the target 
language by adding certain words or structural elements in target 
language. Some examples are shown below: 
Datum 93 
SL : I can’t read! 
TL : Aku tak bisa membacanya! 
In the datum 93, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. Lionel is asking King George VI to read 
some passages from a book to test his stammers. 
In the example above, the translator adds mem and nya to the literal 
translation of the word read, which is baca in Bahasa Indonesia, since it 
is an obligatory or the structural demand of the TL. 
Datum 135 
SL : Simple mechanics 
TL : mekanis yang sederhana 
In the datum 135, Lionel is in the middle of explaining his method 
to cure stammers to King George VI. 
In the example above, the translator must add the word “yang” due 






SL : So we had to collect stamps 
TL : Kami pun juga harus mengoleksi perangko 
In the datum 195, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. King George VI is in the middle of 
telling Lionel his childhood memory. 
The translator, in the example above, the word “pun” must be added 
for the sake of the acceptability of the language structure of the target 
language. 
Datum 227 
SL : Left. I was punished and now I use the right 
TL : Aku kidal. Aku dulu dihukum, sekarang menggunakan yang kanan 
In the datum 227, King George VI is in the middle of telling Lionel 
his sad childhood memory. 
In the example above, the translator adds the word “yang” due to the 
structural demand of Bahasa Indonesia.  
2. Subtraction 
There are 38 data classified into subtraction. From 38 data, the 
translator translates the original or the source language into the target 
language by subtracting certain words or structural elements in target 
language. Some examples are shown below: 
Datum 96 
SL : This is brilliant 




 In the datum 96, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. Lionel is about to show King George VI 
a new advanced technology from America that helps to cure stutters. 
The structural element is which is used by Lionel in the source 
language is not translated or deleted from the target language in order to 
get a natural translation. 
Datum 97 
SL : It is the latest thing from America: it’s a Silverstone 
TL : Ini produk terbaru dari Amerika: Ini Silvertone. 
In the datum 97, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. Lionel is showing his newest machine 
from America to King George VI that can help to cure stutters. 
In the example above, the structural elements “is” and “a” are 
deleted from the target language in order to get a more natural 
translation. 
Datum 107 
SL : You were sublime 
TL : Kau hebat 
In the datum 107, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. Lionel is praising King George VI after 
he read a verse without stuttering with the help of the Silverstone without 
him realizing it. 
In the example above, the structural element “were” that were 




the target language in order to get a natural translation while maintaining 
the same effect. 
Datum 407 
SL : You’ve destroyed the happiness of my family! 
TL : Kau hancurkan kebahagiaan keluargaku! 
In the datum 407, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. King George VI is angry and shouting 
at Lionel thinking that he has deceived him for not mentioning that he, 
in truth, is not a doctor that treats stammers.  
The example above shows how the translator does not translate the 
structural element have in the source language so that the translation 
does not sound stiff and more natural.   
3. Transposition 
There are 99 data classified into transposition. From 99 data, the 
translator translates the original or the source language into the target 
language by changing the structure of the source language in the target 
language in order to achieve the same effect. Some examples are shown 
below: 
Datum 127 
SL : We need to relax your jaw muscles 
TL : Kita perlu mengendurkan otot rahangmu 
In the datum 127, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. Lionel is in the middle of his therapy in 




In the example above, the translator changed the position of the 
adjective in the phrase “jaw muscle.” In English, an adjective that has a 
function as “explaining element” must be placed in front of “explained 
element,” while it is the opposite in Bahasa Indonesia. Thus, the position 
of the adjective must be shifted. 
Datum 127 
SL : We need to relax your jaw muscles 
TL : Kita perlu mengendurkan otot rahangmu 
In the datum 127, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. Lionel is in the middle of his therapy in 
treating King George VI’s stutters. 
In the translation above, there is a change from a plural word into a 
singular one. The word “muscles” (plural) is translated into “otot” only 
(singular). 
Datum 217 
SL : Chase the same girls?  
TL : Mengejar gadis yang sama? 
In the datum 217, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. Lionel teases his patient, King George 
VI for his ill relationship with his older brother, King David. 
In the example shown above, the translator changed the position of 
the adjective in the target language. This change is required since there 
is a difference between the SL grammatical structure and the TL one. In 
this case, the SL is in English and the TL is in Bahasa Indonesia which 




in the phrase “same girls” is changed into “gadis yang sama.” Besides, 
in the translation above, there is also the change from plural “girls” to 
singular, “gadis.” 
Datum 294 
SL : She’s asking for a divorce. He’s determined to marry her 
TL : Dia mengajukan cerai dan David bertekad menikahinya 
In the datum 294, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. King George VI tells Lionel the story of 
how his older brother, King David, who ascended the throne at that time, 
opposed the church by planning to marry a divorcee.  
In this example, the translator combined two sentences of the source 
language into one sentence in the target language. This procedure is a 
must since the translator cannot convey the message of the source 
language without doing this. 
4.1.1.2. Semantic Procedures 
1. Borrowing 
There are 18 data classified into borrowing. From 18 data, the 
translator translates the original or the source language into the target 
language while transferring a source language (SL) word to a target 
language (TL) word. Some examples are shown below: 
Datum 23 
SL : Your Royal Highness, then Sir after that 




In the datum 23, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. King George VI is telling Lionel how 
he prefers to be called. 
The word Sir is not translated in the target language. The translator 
maintained the word Sir in the target language since there is no 
equivalent word to translate it, since in this case, the word Sir is to show 
respect to the people from the monarchy.   
Datum 118 
SL : Got the shilling you owe me? 
TL : Kau bawa shilling untuk membayar hutangmu? 
In the datum 118, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. Lionel asked King George VI to pay for 
his debt since he lost in their previous bet. 
The translator maintained the word shilling in the target language 
since there is no equivalent word for it in Bahasa Indonesia. Shilling here 
is a former British Coin and monetary unit, which if forced to translate 
in Bahasa Indonesia, the meaning will be different from the SL. 
Datum 201 
SL : I’m not crooning Swanee River! 
TL : Aku tak akan menyanyikan “Swanee River”! 
In the datum 201, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. King George VI refused to sing the song 




The phrase or the title of a song, Swanee River, is maintained in the 
TL since a word or phrase related with people’s names, name of the 
places, titles, or song’s titles, is not necessarily translated into the TL.   
Datum 117 
SL : Please keep it as a souvenir 
TL : Silahkan simpan sebagai suvenir 
In the datum 117, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. Lionel tells King George VI to keep the 
recording of his own speech. 
The word souvenir is translated into suvenir which is included in 
borrowing naturalization translation strategy because there has been an 
adaptation or adjustment of it from the SL to the TL.  
2. Cultural Equivalent 
There are 46 data classified into cultural equivalents. From 46 data, 
the translator translates the original or the source language into the target 
language using exclusive and special words. Some examples are shown 
below: 
Datum 131 
SL : I am a thistle-sifter I have a sieve of sifted thistles and a sieve of 
unsifted thistles, because I am a thistle sifter 
TL : Kakatua kakak kakekku kenal kakaktua kakak kakekmu. 
In the datum 131, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. Lionel demonstrates one of his therapy 
methods to cure stammer which is with tongue twister. 
The translator replaced the tongue twister in the source language 




The translator did not directly translate each word from the SL since it 
will not gain the exact meaning in the TL which in this case is a sort of 
wordplay or tongue twisters. 
Datum 278 
SL : Shit! 
TL : Sialan! 
In the datum 278, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. King George VI swears at Lionel while 
drinking. 
In the example above, the word “Shit” can be translated into 
“Sialan” not translated into some sort of dirt or feces in Bahasa 
Indonesia since it can create an enjoyable text of the TL in terms of 
reading.  
Datum 274 
SL : Bugger off! 
TL : Enyahlah! 
In the datum 274, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. King George VI swears at Lionel while 
drinking. 
In the example above, the translator did not directly translate the 
source language into Bahasa Indonesia since it will not convey the exact 
meaning of the SL which is cursing while getting angry. So the translator 
replaced the phrase Bugger off with the word Enyahlah which is 





SL : All hell’s broken loose 
TL : Masalah yang sangat besar 
In the datum 302, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. King George VI tells a story about his 
older brother’s affair to Lionel. 
The translator did not directly translate the source language into the 
target language since it is an idiom and it won’t make sense in Bahasa 
Indonesia. Instead, the translator replaced All hell’s broken loose with 
Masalah yang sangat besar which has similar meaning.  
3. Descriptive Equivalent (DE) and Componential Analysis (CA) 
There is no data classified into DE while there are 3 data classified 
into CA. The translator translates the original or the source language into 
the target language by specifying the components of the source 
language. The example are shown below: 
Datum 216 
SL : David and I were very close, young bucks, you know 
TL : Aku dan David sangat dekat, saat remaja dulu 
In the datum 216, King George VI is recalling his childhood memory 
with his older brother, the current King at that time, King David. 
In the example above, the translator translates the phrase young 
bucks into saat remaja since there is no equivalent phrase in the target 
language which is Bahasa Indonesia, but it is important for the reader to 






SL : Bloody agony 
TL : Sangat menyiksa 
In the datum 216, King George VI is recalling his childhood memory 
with his late father. 
In the example above, the translator translated the phrase bloody 
agony into sangat menyiksa in the target language since there is no 
equivalent translation of that phrase in the TL while the translation 
deemed that it is important that the reader know the real meaning of it.  
4. Synonym 
There are 43 data classified into synonyms. Some examples are 
shown below: 
Datum 34 
SL : I believe, sucking smoke into your lungs will kill you. 
TL : Aku yakin merokok akan membunuhmu 
In the datum 34, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. Lionel warns King George VI about the 
dangers of his smoking habit. 
In the example above, with this strategy, the phrase sucking smoke 
in English can be translated into smoking or merokok in Bahasa 
Indonesia. 
Datum 199 
SL : Because you’re peculiar 
TL : Karena kau orang aneh 
In the datum 199, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. King George VI is mocking Lionel for 




In the example above, the word “peculiar” can be translated into 
“weird” or “different” in English. The word “weird” fits with the current 
context, hence the translator translated it into “aneh” in Bahasa 
Indonesia. 
Datum 318 
SL : I’ve had enough of this 
TL : Aku sudah muak dengan ini 
In the datum 318, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. King George VI is getting angry at 
Lionel for suggesting him to take over his older brother’s throne. 
Since the literal translation is not possible, the translator translates 
the word enough into muak since enough in this context is that King 
George VI is already fed up (kind of muak in Bahasa Indonesia) with 
Lionel. 
Datum 439 
SL : Come on, up on your perch 
TL : Ayo naik ke panggungmu 
In the datum 439, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. Lionel is rehearsing with King George 
VI for his inauguration as the next King. 
In the example above, the word “perch” in English can be translated 
into “panggung” in Bahasa Indonesia. “panggung” is actually a simpler 
term of “perch” since “perch” is a kind of place that has a little bit of 
height in it. 




There is no data classified into reduction while only 1 data classified 
into expansion. The translator translates the original or the source 
language into the target language while adding the components of the 
SL. The example are shown below: 
Datum 56 
SL : Four or five 
TL : Usia empat atau lima tahun 
In the datum 56, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. King George VI retells his memory of 
when his stammer starts. 
In the example above, the words “usia” and “tahun” are added in the 
target language so that the translation will be correct and not out of 
context. 
6. Addition 
There are 74 data classified into Addition. The translator translates 
the original or the source language into the target language while adding 
some information in translation text. The example are shown below: 
Datum 380 
SL : When the Great War came 
TL : Saat Perang Besar (Perang Dunia I) terjadi 
In the datum 380, Lionel talks about how he first became a speech 
therapist in his original country, Australia. 
In order to get an obvious meaning in the target language, the 
translator adds some information in translation text. In this case, the 




understand more about what The Great War or Perang Besar is in 
Bahasa Indonesia. 
Datum 381 
SL : All our soldiers were returning to Australia from the front 
TL : Seluruh prajurit kami kembali ke Australia dari garis depan perang 
In the datum 381, Lionel talks to King George VI about how he first 
became a speech therapist in his original country, Australia.  
In the example above, to make the message clearer in the target 
language, the translator adds the word “perang” after translating the 
word “front” to “garis depan” in Bahasa Indonesia. 
Datum 20 
SL : I prefer Doctor 
TL : Aku lebih suka memanggil dokter. 
In the datum 20, King George VI and Lionel are arguing about what 
best to address each other. 
In the example above, the translator adds the word memanggil since 
the source language is not explicit enough if it is translated straight into 
the target language which is in Bahasa Indonesia. 
Datum 113 
SL : Thank you Doctor, I don’t feel this is for me. 
TL : Terima kasih, dokter, aku tak merasa ini cocok untukku. 
In the datum 113, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. King George VI is telling Lionel of how 




In the example above, the translator adds an additional word “cocok” 
within the translation text so that it will get an obvious or clearer 
meaning in the target language which is in Bahasa Indonesia. 
7. Omission or Deletion 
There are 32 data classified into omission or deletion. From 32 data, 
the translator translates the original or the source language into the target 
language while deleting or not translating some words of the SL. Some 
examples are shown below: 
Datum 42 
SL : What on earth do you mean? 
TL : Apa maksudmu? 
In the datum 42, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. King George VI is in the middle of 
discussion with Lionel about his stammer. 
In the example above, the phrase on earth was added to the dialogues 
in order to emphasize that King George VI was annoyed or angry at his 
speech therapist, and the translator did not translate the phrase “on earth” 
in the target language since it is not very important for the whole text 
and it won’t make any difference even if it is omitted. The phrase Apa 
maksudmu is already able to convey to the target language’s reader that 
King George VI is angry or annoyed. 
Datum 137 
SL : Forget about the blessed shilling! 




In the datum 137, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. King George VI is angry at Lionel for 
always reminding him to pay his debt. 
The translator did not translate the word blessed into the target 
language since this word is not important for the whole text and rather 
difficult to translate. If it is translated literally and included in the target 
language, the meaning will be different from the source language. 
Datum 145 
SL : Take a nice deep breath, expand your chest 
TL : Tarik nafas dalam-dalam, busungkan dadamu 
In the datum 145, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. They are in the middle of a therapy 
session to cure King George’s VI’s stammers. 
In the example above, the translator did not translate the word “nice” 
in the target language since if it is being translated, it will make the 
reader more confused so it is deemed unnecessary to translate. 
Datum 267 
SL : Because you’re bloody well paid to listen! 
TL : Karena kau dibayar untuk mendengarkan! 
In the datum 267, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. Lionel asks why King George VI is 





The translator did not translate the word bloody into the target 
language since it is not only rather difficult to translate, it also won’t 
significantly make any much difference if deleted. 
8. Modulation 
There are 164 data classified into modulation. From 164 data, the 
translator translates the original or the source language into the target 
language while seeing the TL sentence from a different point of view. 
Some examples are shown below: 
Datum 174 
SL : What did your father do? 
TL : Apa pekerjaan ayahmu? 
In the datum 174, King George VI asked Lionel about his 
background.  
In the example above, to clarify the meaning of the source language, 
the translator translates and changes the word “do” with “pekerjaan” in 
Bahasa Indonesia so that the translation looks more natural. 
Datum 336 
SL : I went about it the wrong way 
TL : Aku menyampaikannya dengan cara yang salah 
In the datum 336, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue. Lionel asking for forgiveness from King 
George VI since he was being rude last time. 
To create the equality with the source language, the translator stated 




which is implicit, with menyampaikannya in Bahasa Indonesia, which is 
more clear with the intention or explicit.  
Datum 477 
SL : Let’s take it all again from the top 
TL : Mari kita ulangi lagi dari awal 
In the datum 267, Lionel and King George VI are in the middle of 
rehearsing for King’s George VI’s first war speech for the nation. 
To find the natural equivalent in the target language, rather than 
making a literal translation, the translator translates the phrase take it all 
with kita ulangi in Bahasa Indonesia so that it is clearer to the reader. 
Datum 480 
SL : In your head, now, “I have a right to be bloody well heard!” 
TL : Ingatlah, “Aku punya hak untuk didengar!” 
In the datum 480, the dialogue is between King George VI and his 
speech therapist, Lionel Logue, seconds before the live broadcast of 
King George VI’s first war speech through radio. 
In the example above, the target language stated expressly about the 
text with the word “Ingatlah,” which is stated implicitly in the source 
language, shown in phrase “In your head.” The translator did that so it 
can give a clear meaning and not confuse the reader. 
4.1.2 Meaning Equivalence 
The second objective of the study was to analyze the meaning equivalence 
in the Indonesian subtitle of The King’s Speech movie’s two main characters’ 




on Pym’s theory on equivalence (2010) which consists of natural and 
directional. 
4.1.2.1. Natural Equivalence 
From 546 data found in The King’s Speech movie (2010), there are 
65 of the data that are categorized as natural equivalence. According to 
Pym (2007), natural equivalence is concerned with what language 
ideally does prior to translation, which means that natural equivalence 
exists independently of the translator’s actions. Some of the examples 
are as follow: 
Datum 18 
SL : Only if you’re interested in being treated 
TL : Hanya jika kau tertarik untuk diobati 
The pair of the sentences above signifies the feature of natural 
equivalence in the way that both share the same value that “someone 
has to give his approval or agreement to be treated.” The equivalence 
between the two languages is already established, so that when the 
target text is translated back into the source language there will be not 
any changes in the sentence or word. 
Datum 31 
SL : and no one would give a damn 
TL : dan tidak ada yang akan peduli 
In the example above, both of the source text and the target text have 
the same meaning, thus which belongs to this category. They share the 
same value that “no human being will take interest in his affair.” 




ambiguous word damn, which has many interpretations, it still conveys 
an equal message to the source language. Thus, it is categorized into 
natural equivalence. 
Datum 101 
SL : You’re playing music 
TL : Kau memutar music 
According to Oxford Learner’s Dictionary Online, the word 
“playing” means “the way in which somebody plays something, 
especially a musical instrument,” while according to KBBI Daring, the 
word “memutar” has the same meaning with the word playing in 
English, which is “turn in on something that producing sounds.” 
Furthermore, besides having the similar meaning, the translation or the 
target text has also the same form with the source text. Therefore, the 
translation is classified as natural equivalence.   
Datum 127 
SL : We need to relax your jaw muscles 
TL : Kita perlu mengendurkan otot rahangmu 
Both sentences above are another pair of sentences in both languages 
belonging to the category of natural equivalence. They share the same 
value that “this person is asking the other person to relax his jaw 
muscles.” The equivalence between the two languages is already 
established, including the equivalence between the phrase “jaw 
muscles” and “otot rahang” even though both languages have a 
different grammatical structure.  




From 546 data found in The King’s Speech movie (2010), there are 469 
translation texts that are categorized as natural equivalence. Directional 
equivalence is all about what translators can do in the language. It 
means that it involves asymmetry since when translating one way and 
creating equivalent does not imply the creation of the same equivalent 
when translating another way (Pym, 2007).  Some of the examples are 
shown below: 
Datum 14 
SL : Timing isn’t my strong suit 
TL : Pengaturan waktu bukan keunggulanku 
The sentences in the two languages share the same value. Both 
implying that, in this context, King George VI is not the best at 
managing time when speaking because of his stammer. According to 
Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary Online, the phrase strong suit 
means for someone’s best or advantage over other people in a particular 
situation, similar with the word keunggulan, which according to KBBI 
means a cleverness more than others. Therefore, the translation is 
equivalent. However, the word strong suit and keunggulan shows an 
asymmetry of the linguistic form where one is a phrase and the other 
one is a word. Thus it signifies that the translation is categorized as 
directional equivalence. 
Datum 34 
SL : I’m gonna see what it sounds like in the cheap seats  




The pair of the sentences above signifies the feature of directional 
equivalence in the way that both share the same value, but have 
different linguistic forms. The phrase cheap seats in the source 
language cannot be directly translated into Bahasa Indonesia since it 
won’t convey the message of the SL. So, the translator translated it into 
kursi belakang which has the same value as the SL which means the 
seat that nobody wants so it can be equivalent. This different way of 
conveying a message signifies asymmetry, the feature of directional 
equivalence.  
Datum 489 
SL : I'm thistle sifter, I've a sieve of sifted thistles and a sieve on unsifted 
thistles I've a sieve of sifted thistles and a sieve on unsifted thistles 
TL : Kakatua kakak kakekku kenal kakaktua kakak kakekmu. 
The sentences in the two languages share the same value. Both 
implying that, in this context, serves as a word play as a method to cure 
King George VI’s stammer. Aside from how the message is expressed 
in a different ways, a message can be understood from both linguistic 
units that Kakaktua kakak kakekku kenal kakaktua kakak kakekmu is 
also a tongue twister or a word play in Bahasa Indonesia. The 
correspondence between the two also signifies directional equivalence 
through asymmetry of the linguistic forms. 
Datum 277 
SL : A public school prig could do better than that 
TL : Berandalan dari sekolah negeri bisa lakukan lebih baik dari itu. 
The translated text or the target language is considered as directional 




back into the source language. Even though the phrase berandalan dari 
sekolah negeri has the same value with a public school prig that makes 
them equivalent, both have an asymmetry or a different linguistic form 
that signifies directional equivalence. 
4.2 Discussion 
This part contains the analyzed data in the research. The researcher found 546 
data from all the utterances uttered by two main characters in The King’s Speech 
movie (2010). They are categorized using Suryawinata and Hariyanto’s (2003) 
classification of translation procedures, which out of 12 procedures, the researcher 
found 11 procedures were used to translate the official Bahasa Indonesia subtitle of 
The King’s Speech movie.  The procedure in this case is divided into two. The first 
is structural procedure, which consists of addition (16 cases), subtraction (38 cases), 
and transposition (99 cases). The second is semantic procedure, which includes 
borrowing (18 cases), cultural equivalent (46 cases), componential analysis (3 
cases), synonym (43 cases), expansion (1 case), addition (74 cases), omission (32 
cases), and modulation (164 cases). Furthermore, by using Pym’s (207) equivalence 
theory, the researcher found that both natural and directional equivalence were 
applied in this study, with 65 translations being natural equivalence, and 469 others 
being directional equivalence. 
In analyzing the translation procedures applied in the Bahasa Indonesia subtitle 
of The King’s Speech movie (2010), the researcher found that in translating a 
subtitle, the translator has to carefully choose the procedures to translate the 
message conveyed in the original or the source language into the target language 




consider the differences in grammatical structure between the source language, 
which in this case is in English, and the target language, which in this case is Bahasa 
Indonesia. Furthermore, considering that the cultures among both countries are 
different from one another, the translator cannot only rely on translating the SL by 
changing the grammatical structure, but also has to use other procedures that 
emphasize the meaning of the words. Thus, the findings in this study shows that the 
translator mostly used semantic procedures in the translation. With the details that 
out of 534 data, 71 percent the translator used semantic while the rest is structural 
procedures. 
From 534 data found, 71 percent of the translation text are using semantic 
procedures. Which means, from 546, there are 381 cases of the translator 
emphasizing more on the meaning of the word, phrases, clauses, or sentences of the 
source language (Suryawinata & Hariyanto, 2003), which in this case, is English. 
The most important thing in using this procedure is to get the message of the source 
language to get through to the audiences of the target language when changing the 
structure of the source language is not enough. Considering the culture in England 
and Indonesia are different from one another, using this kind of procedure is also 
inevitable.  
Set in Great Britain in 1937, the dialogue in The King’s Speech movie (2010) 
is mostly influenced by the language and the culture at that time. The terms such as 
bloody agony, shilling, Star Chamber or many British terms at that time will be 
impossible to translate in Bahasa Indonesia using the structural procedures only. 
There needs to be some adjustment in order to be able to convey the meaning of the 




procedures. Even though there are great possibilities that using this procedure could 
not gain the exact meaning, this procedure can create an enjoyable text of the TL in 
terms of reading (Suryawinata & Hariyanto, 2003). 
Reproducing the message when translating English to Bahasa Indonesia is 
inevitable since there are differences in terms of perspective in both languages. 
Reproducing the message of the source language to the target language ranges from 
using exclusive words in the target language in order to replace the exclusive words 
of the target language, adding some information in translation text, shifting the 
point of view in the translated text, and many more. All of those procedures were 
used in order to make the translated text more acceptable for the readers. Since this 
kind of procedure is almost a must for the translator to make a Bahasa Indonesia 
subtitle for The King’s Speech movie (2010), the result shows that almost half of 
the translation procedures being used in this translation are semantic procedures 
with 381 cases out of the 534 data found in this study. Furthermore, most of the 
cases are modulation with 164 cases out of the whole 381 semantic procedures. 
The concept of modulation proposed by Suryawinata & Hariyanto (2003) is 
similar to the term proposed by Newmark (1988). Modulation is a procedure when 
the translator sees the target language sentence from a different point of view, 
perspective or very often category of thought (Newmark, 1988). It is a must in this 
study when the translator cannot convey the message of the source language 
without this procedure. As much as 31 percent from the whole data found, using 
modulation as translation procedures. From 164 cases, most of them are performed 
for non-linguistic reasons, such as to clarify the meaning, to create equality in the 




Changing the semantics and shifting the point of view of the source language, 
which in this case is English, is necessary for the naturalness of the translation in 
the target text, which in this case is Bahasa Indonesia. Modulation basically means 
using a phrase that is different in the source language and target language to convey 
the same idea: ‘your poisonous words’ means literally Kata-kata beracun mu but 
translated much better as Kata-katamu meracuniku. It obviously changes the 
semantics and shifts the point of view of the source language. Modulation helps the 
translator generate a change in the point of view of the message without altering its 
meaning and without generating an unnatural feeling in the reader of the target text, 
which in this case is Indonesian. Hence, the use of modulation in the translation 
procedure is found a lot in the results of this study.  
Modulation concerns the changes of perspective accompanied with a lexical 
change in the target language. This procedure is the most frequent device used by 
the translator of the Bahasa Indonesia subtitle of The King’s Speech (2010) movie, 
since it offers a variety of possibilities that help avoiding the problem of 
untranslatability. Furthermore, this procedure is also where the translator 
reproduces the message from English in Bahasa Indonesia in conformity with the 
current norms of Bahasa Indonesia since it may appear dissimilar in terms of 
perspective. From a stylistic view point, the modulated expression does not have 
the same value, but the meaning is the same. What is the most important is to choose 
the form that best fits the context. As much as the translator is inevitable to directly 
translate the source language into the target language using the structural procedure, 




In order to create an enjoyable text to read in Bahasa Indonesia, the translator 
has to replace those exclusive terms which are only understandable in the British 
culture, to more culturally acceptable terms in Indonesia. That is why, from the 
whole 381 cases of semantic procedures found in this study, most of them are 
modulation, and addition, or procedure where the translator adds some information 
within the text. Those procedures are done solely for the purpose of delivering the 
message to the readers since applying structural procedures will only confuse them 
and doesn’t make any sense in Bahasa Indonesia. That is how the procedures used 
in translating words, phrases, clauses, or sentences, are related with the theory of 
meaning equivalence of the translation text since all the purposes of the translation 
is to convey an equivalence message from the SL to the TL. 
Regarding the nature of equivalence, Pym (2007) pointed out that his 
conception of natural equivalence and directional equivalence, which he sees as 
competing. The result of this study indicates how equivalence works. Both natural 
equivalence and directional equivalence are identified in the relations between the 
analyzed data. Equivalence is either two way (natural) or asymmetrical (directional) 
which is achieved through the use of different translation procedures as explained 
in the previous chapter before. 
In this study, the researcher found that two way or natural equivalence are 
mostly achieved when the translator used structural procedures to translate the 
source language, which is in English, to the target language, which is in Bahasa 
Indonesia. That is so, because when the translator used structural procedures and 
changing only the structure of the SL which is unavoidable in the TL, there will be 




original text since the linguistic unit of the two language remains the same. Hence, 
most of the procedures that emphasize the meaning of the SL will fall into the 
category of directional (asymmetrical) equivalence since it will be impossible to 
maintain the structure of the source text in the target text if it is translated back or 
vice versa. 
The results of the analysis in this study is somewhat different from the two 
previous studies that have been mentioned before. Even though the two previous 
studies and this current study were both using the same object analysis, which is 
analyzing the translation procedures of a translated subtitle, the results turned out 
to be different. Using Newmark’s (1988) classification of Translation procedures, 
the study conducted by Fandy (2014) entitled, Translation Procedures and 
Meaning Equivalence in Subtitle of the Animated Movie Monster University, and 
Nahdiar (2018), entitled, Translation Procedures Applied in the Subtitle of 
Headshot Movie, the results shows that the most dominant procedures used to 
translate the subtitles are functional equivalent, then shift or transposition in the 
second position. Those results are different from the current study which shows that 
the dominant procedure used in translating subtitles is modulation. The difference 
in the results between the previous studies and the current one are actually 
inevitable considering that both were using different theories. Even so, the 
differences are explicable somehow. 
In his book, Newmark did not divide his translation procedures theory into two 
big categories, such as the theory proposed by Suryawinata and Hariyanto. Even 
though the procedures composed by Suryawinata and Hariyanto (2003) are similar 




which are structural and semantical. The result of this study shows that the dominant 
translation procedure used to translate Bahasa Indonesia subtitles of The King’s 
Speech movie is modulation which falls into the category of semantic procedures. 
Meanwhile, the results of both the previous studies shows that the most dominant 
procedures used to translate the subtitles are functional equivalent, which according 
to Newmark (1988), is a procedure that commonly applied to cultural words and 
requires the use of cultural free words while sometimes with new specific terms. 
From the definitions, Newmark’s functional equivalent procedure can be included 
into both structural and semantic procedures in Suryawinata and Hariyanto’s (2003) 
classification of translation procedures. It will fall into the category of structural 
procedures if there is no change in the linguistic forms, and it will be included in 
the semantic procedures if there is a change in the linguistic forms in the translated 
text. So, the result analysis of the previous studies might be different if the 
translation procedures are categorized according to the theory of Suryawinata and 
Hariyanto (2003), since it is possible if several translated texts that were originally 
included in the functional equivalence are included in the modulation procedure. 
Thus it will add the number of translated text using modulation as a procedure. 
Hence, that is also the reason why this study shows how modulation procedure is 
dominantly used when analyzing a translated subtitle using Suryawinata and 
Hariyanto’s (2003) classification of translation procedures. 
Regarding the result of the meaning equivalence, the current study shows the 
same result with Nahdiar’s study which also uses Pym’s (2007) equivalence theory 
in her study. In both Nahdiar and the current study, shows that the dominant 




equivalence. Even though both natural and directional equivalence were applied in 
this study. Meanwhile, in Fandi's research, which uses a different theory from the 
current study to identify the meaning equivalence in a subtitle, shows that the 
dominant one applied is dynamic equivalent. This result finding in Fandi’s study is 
similar to the current study in a context that in translating a movie subtitle, the 







CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
  
This chapter elaborates the conclusions of the analysis result and 
suggestions for the next researchers, especially the student of Study Program of the 
English Literature, Department of Language and Literature, Faculty of Cultural 
Studies, Universitas Brawijaya. 
5.1 Conclusion 
In the process of translating a subtitle, the translator has to carefully choose the 
right procedures to translate the message conveyed in the original or the source 
language (SL) text into the target language (TL) text while taking into consideration 
the limitation in making subtitles. From 12 classification of translation procedures 
proposed by Suryawinata and Hariyanto (2003), only 11 were used in the making 
of Bahasa Indonesia subtitles of The King’s Speech (2010) movie. Those are 
structural addition, subtraction, transposition, borrowing, cultural equivalent, 
component analysis (CA), synonym, expansion, addition, omission, and 
modulation. 
This study also shows a small-scale picture about how equivalence works based 
on Pym’s (2007) equivalence theory. This study confirms that equivalence in 
translation text can be established either in two-way (natural) or asymmetrical 
(directional) depending on the procedure used in the translation. The result of the 
study also reveals that both natural equivalence and directional equivalence are 
identified in the relations between the analyzed data. Furthermore, directional 








This research is expected to reveal the translation procedures and meaning 
equivalence in a movie subtitle. It also serves as a knowledge and information for 
further research in a similar field, particularly in translation. 
This research has some limitations which must not be overlooked and 
addressed in the future. This research is a descriptive one and no statistical tool is 
used for analyzing the analysis output and inferences. It would be beneficial if the 
future researchers use a stringent statistical tool in the future to analyze the 
translation procedures patterns. This will give more reliable results and credibility 
of the findings. Moreover, the scope of this study was limited to translation 
procedures and meaning equivalence between English and Bahasa Indonesia; other 
languages must also be considered while studying the translation procedures in the 
subtitle to get an equivalence text. This research area is open for further exploration 
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Appendix 1. Classification of Translation Procedures and Meaning Equivalence 
No SL TL Procedures Equivalence 
1.  Mr. Johnson, Do come in. Tn. Johnson, silakan masuk. Modulation Directional 
2.  He’s a good lad, Willy. Dia anak yang baik, Willy Subtraction Directional 
3.  He could hardly make a sound, you 
know, 
Dia nyaris tak bersuara, kau tau Modulation Directional 
4.  When he first came to me. Saat dia pertama kali datang padaku. Modulation Natural 
5.  My boys made those. 
Good, aren’t they? 
Anakku yang membuatnya. 
Bagus, kan? 
Transposition Directional 
6.  Please make yourself comfortable. Silakan, anggap saja rumah sendiri. Cultural Equivalent Directional 
7.  I was told not to sit too close. Aku diberitahu agar tak duduk 
terlalu dekat. 
Modulation Natural 
8.  Well I believe when speaking with 
a Prince, 
aku yakin saat berbicara dengan 
seorang Pangeran, 
Omission Directional 
9.  One waits for the prince to choose 
a topic. 
Orang itu mesti menunggu sang 
Pangeran untuk memilih topiknya. 
Structural Addition Directional 
10.  Waiting for me to... commence Menungguku untuk memulai... Modulation Directional 
11.  A conversation.. 
One can wait a rather long wait. 
...sebuah percakapan, orang itu bisa 
menunggu agak lama. 
Modulation Directional 
12.  Do you Know any jokes? Kau tahu lelucon apapun? Transposition Directional 
13.  Timing isn’t my strong suit. Pengaturan waktu bukan 
keunggulanku. 
Cultural Equivalent Directional 




No SL TL Procedures Equivalence 
15.  No thank you. Tidak, terima kasih. Modulation Natural 
16.  Aren’t you going to start treating 
me Dr. Logue? 
Apa kau takkan segera mulai 
mengobatiku, dr Logue? 
Modulation Directional 
17.  Only if you’re interested in being 
treated. 
Hanya jika kau tertarik untuk 
diobati. 
Modulation Natural 
18.  Please, call me Lionel. Panggil aku Lionel saja. Transposition Natural 
19.  I prefer Doctor. Aku lebih suka memanggil Dokter. Addition Directional 
20.  I prefer Lionel. Aku lebih suka nama Lionel. Addition Directional 
21.  What’ll I call you? Bagaimana aku memanggilmu? Modulation Directional 
22.  Your Royal Highness, then Sir 
after that. 
Yang Mulia, lalu Sir setelahnya. Borrowing Directional 
23.  A bit formal for here. I prefer 
names. 
Agak formal kalau begitu. 
Bagaimana dengan namamu? 
Modulation Directional 
24.  Prince Albert... Frederick Arthur 
George. 
Pangeran Albert, Frederick Arthur 
George 
Borrowing Natural 
25.  How about Bertie? Bagaimana kalau Bertie? Modulation Natural 
26.  Only my family uses that. Hanya keluargaku yang 
memanggilku dengan nama itu. 
Addition Directional 
27.  Perfect. In here, it’s better if we’re 
equals. 
Baguslah, lebih baik kalau kita 
setara di sini 
Transposition Directional 
28.  If we were equal I wouldn’t be 
here. 
Jika kita setara, tentu aku takkan 
datang kemari. 
Modulation Directional 




No SL TL Procedures Equivalence 
30.  And no-one would give a damn. Dan tak ada yang akan peduli. Cultural Equivalent Natural 
31.  Please, Don’t do that. Tolong, jangan lakukan itu. Modulation Natural 
32.  I'm sorry? Maaf? Omission Directional 
33.  I believe, Sucking smoke into your 
lungs will kill you. 
Aku yakin merokok akan 
membunuhmu. 
Synonym Directional 
34.  My physicians say it relaxes the 
throat. 
Dokterku mengatakan rokok 
membuat rileks tenggorokanku. 
Addition Directional 
35.  They’re idiots. Mereka orang bodoh. Addition Directional 
36.  They’ve all been knighted. Mereka semua sudah diberi gelar 
kesatria. 
Cultural Equivalent Directional 
37.  Makes it official then. Kalau begitu, gelar bodohnya sudah 
resmi. 
Addition Directional 
38.  My ‘castle’, my rules. Istanaku, peraturanku. Modulation Natural 
39.  What was your earliest memory? Apa yang kau ingat paling awal? Modulation Directional 
40.  What on earth do you mean? Apa maksudmu? Omission Directional 
41.  Your First recollection. Ingatan pertamamu. Modulation Directional 
42.  I'm not…here to discuss my 
personal matters. 
Aku tidak… datang kemari untuk 
membahas masalah pribadiku. 
Addition Directional 
43.  Why’re you here then? Lalu mengapa kau kemari? Transposition Directional 
44.  Because I bloody well stammer! Karena aku gagap! Omission Directional 




No SL TL Procedures Equivalence 
46.  One of my many faults. Salah satu dari banyak 
kekuranganku. 
Addition Directional 
47.  When did the defect start? Kapan gagap itu mulai? Componential Analysis Directional 
48.  I've always been this way! Aku sudah selalu seperti ini! Modulation Natural 
49.  I doubt that. Aku meragukannya. Modulation Directional 
50.  Don’t tell me! It’s my stammer! Ini kegagapanku, jadi jangan 
mengaturku! 
Transposition Directional 
51.  It’s my field Ini bidangku. Synonym Directional 
52.  
I can assure you, no infant starts to 
speak with a stammer 
Aku bisa memastikan padamu, tak 
seorang bayipun mulai bicara 
dengan gagap. 
Transposition Directional 
53.  When did yours start? Kapan kau mulai gagap? Modulation Directional 
54.  four or five Usia empat atau lima tahun. Expansion Directional 
55.  That's typical Tipikal. Subtraction Directional 
56.  So I’ve been told Begitulah yang diberitahukan 
kepadaku. 
Transposition Directional 
57.  I can’t remember not doing it Aku tak bisa ingat tak 
melakukannya. 
Modulation Directional 
58.  I can believe that.  Aku bisa percaya itu.  Modulation Natural 
59.  Do you hesitate when you think? Apa kau ragu-ragu saat berpikir? Subtraction Directional 
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61.  How about when you talk to 
yourself 
Bagaimana saat kau bicara pada diri 
sendiri? 
Modulation Directional 
62.  Everyone natters occasionally 
Bertie 
Semua orang terkadang menggerutu, 
Bertie. 
Cultural Equivalent Directional 
63.  Stop calling me that! Berhenti memanggilku begitu! Modulation Directional 
64.  I’m not going to call you anything 
else 
Aku tak akan memanggilmu dengan 
nama lain. 
Modulation Directional 
65.  Then we shan’t speak! Kalau begitu kita takkan bicara! Modulation Directional 
66.  Are you charging for this, Doctor? Kau menarik bayaran untuk ini, 
Dokter? 
Cultural Equivalent Directional 
67.  A fortune Cukup banyak. Synonym Directional 
68.  So, when you talk to yourself, do 
you stammer? 
Jadi, apa kau gagap, saat kau bicara 
pada diri sendiri? 
Transposition Natural 
69.  No, of course not Tentu saja tidak! Modulation Natural 
70.  Well, that proves your impediment 
isn’t a permanent part of you. 
Itu membuktikan bahwa gagapmu 
bukan bagian permanen dari dirimu. 
Modulation Directional 
71.  What do you think was the cause? Menurutmu apa penyebabnya? Modulation Directional 
72.  I don't know Aku tak tahu. Modulation Natural 
73.  I don’t care! 
I stammer! 
Aku tak peduli, aku gagap! Transposition Natural 
74.  And no one can fix it Dan tak ada yang bisa 
memperbaikinya. 
Structural Addition Natural 
75.  
I’ll bet you that you can read 
flawlessly, right here, right now 
Aku berani bertaruh, kau bisa 
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76.  And if I win the bet, I get to ask 
you more questions 
Dan jika aku menang, aku boleh 
bertanya. 
Omission Directional 
77.  And if I win? Dan jika aku menang? Modulation Natural 
78.  You don’t have to answer them Kau tidak harus menjawabnya. Subtraction Directional 
79.  One usually... wagers money Orang biasanya bertaruh dengan 
uang. 
Cultural Equivalent Directional 
80.  A bob each to keep it sweet? Masing-masing satu shilling untuk 
membuatnya menarik? 
Cultural Equivalent Directional 
81.  Let’s see your shilling perlihatkan shilling-mu Borrowing Directional 
82.  I don’t... carry money Aku tidak... membawa uang. Modulation Natural 
83.  I had a funny feeling you mightn’t Aku sudah berfirasat kalau kau 
memang tak bawa uang. 
Synonym Directional 
84.  I'll stake you, and you can pay me 
back next time 
Aku akan bertaruh denganmu. Kau 
bisa membayarku di lain waktu. 
Modulation Directional 
85.  Who says there is a next time? Siapa bilang ada lain waktu? Subtraction Directional 
86.  I haven’t agreed to take you on, 
yet. 
Aku belum setuju untuk 
mengobatimu. 
Modulation Directional 
87.  So, please stand and take a look at 
that 
Tolong berdiri, dan lihat ini... Modulation Directional 
88.  I can’t read this. Aku tak bisa membaca ini. Modulation Natural 
89.  Well, then you owe me a shilling, 
for not trying. 
Maka kau berutang satu shilling 
padaku karena tidak mencobanya. 
Borrowing Directional 
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91.  I can’t read! Aku tak bisa membacanya! Structural Addition Directional 
92.  I haven’t finished yet. Aku belum selesai. Subtraction Directional 
93.  
I’m going to record your voice and 
then play it back to you on the 
same machine. 
Aku akan merekam suaramu dan 
memutar ulang padamu dengan 
mesin yang sama. 
Transposition Directional 
94.  This is brilliant Ini hebat. Subtraction Directional 
95.  It’s the latest thing from America: 
it’s a Silverstone 
Ini produk terbaru dari Amerika: 
Ini sebuah Silverstone. 
Subtraction Directional 
96.  Pop this on? Mau kenakan ini? Synonym Directional 
97.  There’s a bob in this, mate.  Nilai taruhannya satu shilling, 
Kawan. 
Cultural Equivalent Directional 
98.  You could go home rich Kau bisa kaya saat pulang! Transposition Directional 
99.  You’re playing music Kau memutar musik. Synonym Natural 
100.  I know Aku tahu. Modulation Natural 
101.  How can I hear what I’m saying?! Bagaimana aku bisa mendengar apa 
yang kukatakan? 
Transposition Directional 
102.  Surely a Prince’s brain knows what 
its mouth is doing 
Tentunya otak seorang pangeran 
tahu apa yang dilakukan mulutnya? 
Transposition Directional 
103.  You’re not well acquainted with 
Royal Princes, are you? 
Kau tak begitu familiar dengan 
pangeran kerajaan, ya? 
Synonym Directional 
104.  Hopeless. Hopeless! Percuma saja! Synonym Directional 
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106.  
Would I lie to a prince of the realm 
to win 12 pennies? 
Apa aku akan berbohong pada 
seorang Pangeran untuk 
memenangkan 12 penny? 
Omission Directional 
107.  
I’ve no idea what an Australian 
might do for that sort of money 
Aku tak tahu apa yang orang 
Australia lakukan untuk uang 
sebesar itu. 
Modulation Directional 
108.  Let me play it back to you Biar kuputar ulang untukmu. Synonym Directional 
109.  No Tidak usah Addition Directional 
110.  All right then, 
I get to ask you the question 
Baiklah kalau begitu, aku akan 
bertanya padamu. 
Modulation Directional 
111.  Thank you Doctor, I don’t feel this 
is for me 
Terima kasih, Dokter, Aku tak… 
merasa ini cocok untukku. 
Addition Directional 
112.  Thank You for your time, goodbye Terima kasih atas waktumu. 
Sampai jumpa. 
Transposition Directional 
113.  Sir? Sir? Borrowing Directional 
114.  The recording is free Rekaman ini cuma-cuma. Subtraction Directional 
115.  Please keep it as a souvenir Silakan simpan sebagai suvenir. Borrowing Directional 
116.  Got the shilling you owe me? Kau bawa shilling untuk membayar 
utangmu? 
Borrowing Directional 
117.  No I haven’t Aku tak membawanya! Structural Addition Directional 
118.  Didn’t think so Kurasa tidak demikian. Structural Addition Directional 
119.  Besides, you tricked me! Lagi pula, kau mengelabuhiku! Modulation Directional 
120.  Physical exercises and tricks are 
important 
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121.  What you’re asking will only deal 
with the surface of the problem 
Tapi yang kau minta hanya akan 
mengatasi sisi luar dari masalahnya. 
Modulation Directional 
122.  I’m willing to work hard, Dr. 
Logue 
Aku akan berusaha keras, Dokter 
Logue. 
Modulation Directional 
123.  Are you… 
Are you willing to do your part? 
Apa kau bersedia melakukan 
bagianmu? 
Subtraction Natural 
124.  Alright. 
You want mechanics? 
Baiklah. 
Kau inginkan mekanis? 
Transposition Directional 
125.  We need to relax your jaw muscles Kita perlu mengendurkan otot 
rahangmu 
Transposition Natural 
126.  and strengthen your tongue dan memperkuat lidahmu, Transposition Natural 
127.  By repeating tongue twisters dengan mengulangi urutan kata 
yang sulit 
Synonym Directional 
128.  for example Sebagai contoh... Modulations Directional 
129.  
I am a thistle-sifter I have a sieve 
of sifted thistles and a sieve of 
unsifted thistles, because I am a 
thistle sifter 
Kakaktua kakak kakekku kenal 
kakaktua kakak kakekmu. 
Cultural Equivalent Directional 
130.  Fine Baiklah! Structural Addition Natural 
131.  and you do have a flabby tummy, dan kau punya perut yang gendut, Transposition Directional 
132.  so we’ll need to spend some time 
strengthening your diaphragm 
Kita harus melatih juga kekuatan 
diafragmamu. 
Modulation Directional 
133.  Simple mechanics Mekanis yang sederhana. Structural Addition Directional 
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135.  Forget about the blessed shilling! Lupakan soal shilling itu! Omission Directional 
136.  
Perhaps, upon occasions, you 
might be requested to assist in 
coping with some minor events. 
Mungkin, di beberapa kesempatan, 
bantuanmu akan diminta untuk 
menangani peristiwa kecil. 
Transposition Directional 
137.  Would that agreeable? Apa kau setuju? Modulation Directional 
138.  Shall I see you next week? Kita bertemu minggu depan? Modulation Directional 
139.  I shall see you every day Kita akan bertemu setiap hari. Modulation Directional 
140.  Feel the looseness of the jaw Rasakan rahangmu yang renggang. Transposition Directional 
141.  Take a nice deep breath. 
Expand your chest 
Tarik nafas dalam-dalam. 
Busungkan dadamu. 
Omission Directional 
142.  How do you feel? Bagaimana perasaanmu? Modulation Natural 
143.  full of hot air Penuh dengan pembicaraan kosong. Cultural Equivalent Directional 
144.  Isn’t that what public speaking 
is all about? 
Bukannya itulah berbicara di depan 
umum? 
Omission Directional 
145.  Take a good deep breath, and up 
comes Your Royal Highness 
Tarik nafas dalam-dalam  Modulation Directional 
146.  and slowly exhale, and down 
comes Your Royal Highness 
Hembuskan pelan-pelan  Modulation Directional 
147.  Shorten the humming each time coba terus persingkat dengungannya Modulation Directional 
148.  another deep breath Tarik nafas lagi. Modulation Directional 
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150.  Now, just sway Berayunlah. Omission Directional 
151.  Loosen the shoulders Rilekskan bahumu Modulation Directional 
152.  Ding dong bell, pussy’s in the well Ular melingkar di atas pagar Cultural Equivalent Directional 
153.  Who put her in? Little Tommy Tin Ular melingkar di atas pagar Cultural Equivalent Directional 
154.  You have a short memory, Bertie. 
Come on 
Ingatanmu pendek, Bertie. 
Ayo. 
Omission Directional 
155.  No, it doesn’t bloody work Ini tak berhasil. Omission Directional 
156.  Bertie! 
they told me not to expect you 
Bertie! 
Mereka bilang kau tak akan datang. 
Modulation Directional 
157.  I am Sorry about your father Aku turut berduka atas ayahmu. Modulation Directional 
158.  I don’t wish to intrude Aku tak bermaksud mengganggu. Modulation Directional 
159.  Not at all. Please, come in. Tentu tidak. Masuklah. Omission Directional 
160.  I’ve been practicing. One hour a 
day. In spite of everything. 
Aku sudah berlatih tiap satu jam per 
hari dalam situasi apapun. 
Transposition Directional 
161.  What’s going on there? Apa di pundakmu itu? Addition Directional 
162.  I was, sorry, mucking around with 
my kids. 
Maaf, aku tadi bermain-main 
dengan anakku. 
Synonym Directional 
163.  Do you feel like working today? Kau ingin berlatih hari ini? Modulation Directional 
164.  Curtis bi-plane Pesawat Curtis. Modulation Directional 
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166.  Logue, I’d kill for something 
stronger 
Logue, aku ingin minuman yang 
lebih kuat. 
Synonym Directional 
167.  I wasn’t there for my father’s 
death. Still makes me sad 
Aku tak hadir saat kematian Ayahku 
dan itu masih membuatku sedih. 
Transposition Directional 
168.  I can imagine so Bisa kubayangkan. Omission Directional 
169.  What did your father do? Apa pekerjaan ayahmu? Modulation Directional 
170.  He was a brewer Dia seorang pembuat bir. Addition Natural 
171.  At least there was free beer Setidaknya ada bir gratis. Transposition Directional 
172.  Here’s to the memory of your 
father 
Ini untuk mengenang ayahmu. Modulation Directional 
173.  
I was informed, after the fact, that 
my father’s last words were, 
Aku diberitahu, setelah kejadian itu, 




“Bertie has more guts than the rest 
of his brothers put together” 
“Bertie memiliki keberanian lebih 
dari semua saudaranya bila 
digabungkan.” 
Cultural Equivalent Directional 
175.  Couldn’t say that to my face Beliau tak bisa katakan itu langsung 
kepadaku. 
Addition Directional 
176.  My brother Kakakku. Cultural Equivalent Directional 
177.  What about him? Kenapa dengannya? Modulation Directional 
178.  Try singing it Cobalah menyanyi. Omission Directional 
179.  What songs do you know? Ada lagu yang kau tahu? Modulation Directional 
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181.  Yeah, songs. Iya, lagu Transposition Natural 
182.  Swanee River "Swanee River" Borrowing Directional 
183.  I love that song Aku suka lagu itu. Transposition Directional 
184.  It happens to be my favorite Kebetulan itu lagu kesukaanku. Transposition Directional 
185.  Sing me the chorus Nyanyikan bagian refrain-nya. Addition Directional 
186.  No. Certainly not. Tentu saja tidak. Modulation Natural 
187.  You know, I always wanted to 
build models 
Aku selalu ingin membuat model, 
kau tau 
Transposition Directional 
188.  But, Father wouldn’t allow it Tapi ayahku tak mengijinkannya. Addition Directional 
189.  He collected stamps. Dia mengoleksi perangko, Transposition Natural 
190.  So we had to collect stamps. Kami pun juga harus mengoleksi 
perangko. 
Structural Addition Directional 
191.  You can finish that off If you sing kalau kau bernyanyi, kau boleh 
menyelesaikannya 
Transposition Directional 
192.  I'm not going to sit here, warbling Aku tak akan duduk di sini, 
bernyanyi. 
Synonym Directional 
193.  You can with me Kau bisa denganku. Modulation Natural 
194.  Because you’re peculiar Karena kau orang aneh. Synonym Directional 
195.  I take that as a compliment Kuanggap itu sebagai pujian. Modulation Directional 
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197.  Campton Races, then Coba "Camptown Races" kalau 
begitu. 
Borrowing Directional 
198.  “My brother D said to me, doo-
dah, doo-dah” 
“Saudaraku David berkata, doo-dah 
doo-dah” 
Transposition Directional 
199.  Continuous sound will give you 
flow 
nada yang berkelanjutan akan 
membantumu 
Transposition Directional 
200.  Does it feel strange, now that 
David’s on the throne? 
Apa terasa aneh, sekarang David 
bertakhta? 
Subtraction Directional 
201.  To tell the truth, It was a relief Sejujurnya, ini melegakan Subtraction Directional 
202.  Knowing I wouldn’t be King Mengetahui aku takkan menjadi 
raja. 
Modulation Directional 
203.  But unless he produces an heir, 
you’re next in line 
Namun jika dia tak memiliki 
pewaris, kaulah calon berikutnya. 
Modulation Directional 
204.  And your daughter, Elizabeth, 
would then succeed you 
Dan putrimu, Elizabeth, kemudian 
akan meneruskanmu. 
Transposition Directional 
205.  You’re barking up the wrong tree 
now, Doctor, Doctor 
"Kau salah, Dokter" Synonym Directional 
206.  Lionel. See? 
You didn’t stammer 
Lihat, Lionel? 
Kau tak gagap. 
Transposition Directional 
207.  Of course I didn’t stammer, I was 
singing! 
Tentu saja aku tidak gagap, aku 
sedang bernyanyi! 
Addition Directional 
208.  Well, as a little reward, you get 
to put some glue on these struts 
Sebagai hadiah kecil, kau boleh 
menaruh lem ke penopang ini. 
Subtraction Directional 
209.  Your boy, won't mind? Anakmu, takkan keberatan? Transposition Directional 
210.  No, not at all Sama sekali tidak. Modulation Natural 
211.  David and I were... very close. 
Young bucks, you know 
Dulu David dan aku sangat dekat. 
Saat remaja dulu. 
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212.  Did you chase the same girls? Mengejar gadis yang sama? Subtraction Directional 
213.  David was always very helpful in 
arranging introductions 
David selalu bantu mengatur 
perkenalan. 
Omission Directional 
214.  We shared the expert ministrations 
of Paulette in the Palace 
Kami berbagi pelayanan ahli dari 
"Paulette" di Istana 
Borrowing Directional 
215.  Not at the same time, of course. Tidak di waktu yang sama tentunya. Modulation Directional 
216.  Did David ever tease you? Apa David mengejekmu? Subtraction Directional 
217.  Oh, yes, they all did Ya, mereka semua mengejekku. Addition Directional 
218.  
Father encouraged it. Said "Get it 
out, boy!” Said it would make me 
stop 
Ayah mendukungnya. "Keluarkan, 




He said, “I was afraid of my father 
and my children are damn well 
gonna be afraid of me!” 
Dia bilang..."Aku takut pada 
ayahku, dan anak-anakku pasti akan 
takut padaku." 
Omission Directional 
220.  Are you naturally right handed? Apa dari lahir kau bertangan kanan? Addition Directional 
221.  
Left. I was punished and now I use 
the right. 
Aku kidal. Aku dulu dihukum, dan 
sekarang aku menggunakan yang 
kanan. 
Structural Addition Directional 
222.  Yes, that’s very common with 
stammerers 
Ya, itu hal yang sangat lumrah bagi 
orang gagap. 
Transposition Directional 
223.  Any other corrections? Apa ada koreksi yang lainnya? Transposition Directional 
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225.  
Metal splints were made worn 
day and night 
Mereka membuat lempengan logam 
yang kupakai sepanjang siang dan 
malam 
Addition Directional 
226.  That must have been painful Itu pasti sangat sakit. Modulation Directional 
227.  Bloody agony Sangat menyiksa. Componential Analysis Directional 
228.  Straight legs now Kini kakiku lurus. Transposition Directional 
229.  Who were you closest to in your 
family? 
Siapa yang paling dekat denganmu 
di keluargamu? 
Modulation Directional 
230.  Nannies Pengasuhku. Synonym Directional 
231.  Not my first nanny Bukan yang pertama Omission Directional 
232.  she loved David dia menyayangi David  Modulation Natural 
233.  and Hated me Dan membenciku. Modulation Natural 
234.  
When we were presented to my 
parents for the daily viewing, she’d 
pinch me 
Saat kami diantarkan ke orangtua 
kami untuk penilaian harian, dia 
mencubitku 
Omission Directional 
235.  So that I'd cry and be handed back 
to her immediately 
aku menangis dan diantarkan 
kembali padanya segera 
Omission Directional 
236.  Sing it Nyanyikanlah Structural Addition Natural 
237.  “and then she wouldn’t feed me 
far, far away” 
"Dia tidak akan memberiku makan, 
untuk waktu yang lama." 
Modulation Directional 
238.  took my parents three years to 
notice 
Butuh waktu 3 tahun bagi orang 
tuaku untuk menyadarinya. 
Addition Directional 
239.  As you can imagine, it 
caused some stomach problems 
Bisa kau bayangkan, hal itu 
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240.  Still Sampai saat ini. Addition Directional 
241.  What about your brother, Johnnie? Bagaimana dengan adikmu Johnnie? Cultural Equivalent Directional 
242.  Were you close to him? Kau dekat dengannya? Omission Directional 
243.  Sweet boy Dia anak yang baik. Synonym Directional 
244.  Had epilepsy Epilepsi.  Subtraction Directional 
245.  And he was, different. Dan...Dia berbeda. Subtraction Directional 
246.  He died at 13, hidden from view Meninggal di usia 13, 
disembunyikan dari khayalak. 
Subtraction Directional 
247.  I’ve been told it’s not catching Aku diberitahu kalau kejadian itu 
tak menarik. 
Synonym Directional 
248.  Do you want a top-up? Kau mau tambah lagi? Synonym Directional 
249.  Please Ya Synonym Directional 
250.  
You know, Lionel, you’re the first 
ordinary Englishman I’ve ever 
really spoken to 
Kau tahu, Lionel, kau orang Inggris 
biasa yang pertama yang kuajak 
bicara sepenuh hati. 
Addition Directional 
251.  Australian aku orang Australia Addition Directional 
252.  
when I’m driven through the 
streets and I see, you know, the 
Common Man staring at me 
Seringkali, saat aku melewati 
jalanan dan melihat, kau tahu, orang 
di jalan menatapku 
Transposition Directional 
253.  
I’m struck by how little I know of 
his life 
Aku terpukul dengan betapa 
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254.  and how little he knows of mine dan betapa sedikitnya dia 
tahu tentang hidupku 
Addition Directional 
255.  What’re friends for Itulah gunanya teman. Transposition Directional 
256.  I wouldn’t know Dulu aku tidak tahu. Addition Directional 
257.  All that work, down the drain Semua usaha itu, tak berguna. Cultural Equivalent Directional 
258.  My own brother Kakakku sendiri Transposition Directional 
259.  I couldn’t say a word to him in 
reply 
Aku tak bisa berkata apa pun untuk 
membalasnya! 
Modulation Directional 
260.  Why do you stammer more with 
David than you ever do with me? 
Kenapa bicaramu lebih gagap 
dengan David dibanding denganku? 
Modulation Directional 
261.  Because you’re bloody well paid to 
listen 
Karena kau dibayar untuk 
mendengarkan! 
Omission Directional 
262.  Bertie, I’m not a geisha girl Bertie, aku bukan gadis geisha. Borrowing Directional 
263.  Stop trying to be so bloody clever Berhentilah berusaha sok pintar! Omission Directional 
264.  What is it about David that stops 
you speaking? 
Ada apa dengan David yang 
membuatmu berhenti bicara? 
Transposition Directional 
265.  
What is it about you that bloody 
well makes you want to go on 
about him, the whole bloody time? 




266.  Vulgar but fluent Vulgar tapi lancar. Borrowing Directional 
267.  You don’t stammer when you 
swear 
Kau tidak gagap saat mengumpat Omission Directional 
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269.  Is that the best you can do? Apa itu yang terbaik yang bisa kau 
lakukan? 
Transposition Directional 
270.  Well, bloody bugger to you, you 
beastly bastard 
Dasar kau bajingan, orang brengsek. Cultural Equivalent Directional 
271.  A public school prig could do 
better than that. 
Berandalan dari sekolah negeri bisa 
lakukan yang lebih baik dari itu. 
Synonym Directional 
272.  Shit! Sialan! Cultural Equivalent Directional 
273.  defecation flows trippingly 
from the tongue 
Kau lihat betapa makian itu terlontar 
dengan mudahnya dari mulutmu? 
Cultural Equivalent Directional 
274.  Because I’m angry! Karena aku marah! Modulation Natural 
275.  You Know the f-word? Kau tahu kata berawalan "p" itu? Synonym Directional 
276.  Fornication? Perzinahan? Modulation Directional 
277.  OH Bertie Ya ampun, Bertie Addition Directional 
278.  Fuck. Fuck, fuck, fuck! Bajingan! Cultural Equivalent Directional 
279.  Yes! You see! Not a hesitation! Ya! Kau lihat! Tak ada berhentinya! Modulation Directional 
280.  Well, that’s a side of you we don’t 
get to see all that often 
ini sisi dari dirimu yang tak terlalu 
sering kami lihat 
Subtraction Directional 
281.  
No. No we’re not supposed to 
really, not publicly 
Ya. Seharusnya kami tidak 
melakukannya, tidak di depan 
umum. 
Addition Directional 
282.  Let’s get some air Ayo cari udara segar. Synonym Directional 
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284.  What’s the matter? Ada masalah apa? Modulation Directional 
285.  Why are you so upset? Apa yang membuatmu begitu 
muram? 
Addition Directional 
286.  Logue, you have no idea Logue, kau tak tahu. Modulation Directional 
287.  
My brother is infatuated with a 
woman who’s been married twice 
Kakakku tergila-gila dengan 
seorang wanita yang sudah menikah 
dua kali. 
Synonym Directional 
288.  She’s asking for a divorce, and 
he’s is determined to marry her 
Dia mengajukan cerai dan David 
bertekad menikahinya. 
Subtraction Directional 
289.  Jesus Ya Tuhan Addition Directional 
290.  Mrs. Wallis Simpson of Baltimore Ny. Wallis Simpson dari Baltimore. Modulation Directional 
291.  That’s not right. 
Queen Wallis of Baltimore? 
Itu tidak benar. 
Ratu Wallis dari Baltimore? 
Modulation Directional 
292.  Unthinkable Tak dapat dibayangkan. Synonym Directional 
293.  Can he do it? Bisakah dia melakukannya? Modulation Natural 
294.  Absolutely not Tentu saja tidak. Modulation Directional 
295.  But he’s going to anyway Tapi dia tetap akan melakukannya. Addition Directional 
296.  All hell’s broken loose Masalah yang sangat besar. Cultural Equivalent Directional 
297.  Can’t they just carry on privately? Apa mereka tak bisa melanjutkan 
hubungan diam-diam saja? 
Addition Directional 
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299.  Where does that leave you? Di mana hal ini menempatkanmu? Synonym Directional 
300.  I know my place! Aku tahu posisiku! Transposition Directional 
301.  
I will do anything in my power to 
keep my brother on the throne 
Aku akan melakukan apapun yang 
kubisa untuk menjaga kakakku tetap 
bertakhta. 
Modulation Directional 
302.  Is it that serious? Apa seserius itu masalahnya? Addition Directional 
303.  your place may well be on the 
throne 
Tempatmu mungkin di singgasana 
itu. 
Modulation Directional 
304.  I am not an alternative to my 
brother 
Aku bukan cadangan untuk kakakku Subtraction Directional 
305.  If you should, you can outshine 
David 
Jika memang harus, kau bisa 
mengungguli David 
Cultural Equivalent Directional 
306.  Don’t take liberties! Jaga omonganmu! Cultural Equivalent Directional 
307.  That’s bordering on treason Itu sudah menjurus pada 
pengkhianatan. 
Addition Directional 
308.  I’m just saying you could be King Aku hanya berkata kau bisa jadi raja Modulation Directional 
309.  You could do it Kau mampu melakukannya. Modulation Directional 
310.  That is treason Itu pengkhianatan! Subtraction Directional 
311.  I’m trying to get you to realise 
you need not be governed by fear 
Aku berusaha menyadarkanmu agar 
tak perlu dikuasai oleh rasa takut. 
Synonym Directional 
312.  I’ve had enough of this Aku sudah muak dengan ini! Synonym Directional 
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314.  Your poisonous words! Kata-katamu yang beracun! Transposition Directional 
315.  Why did you come to me? Kenapa kau datang padaku? Modulation Natural 
316.  
You are not some middle-class 
banker, who needs elocution 
lessons so you can chit-chat 
Kau bukan rakyat kelas menengah 
yang butuh belajar deklamasi agar 
bisa mengobrol 
Cultural Equivalent Directional 
317.  Don’t attempt to instruct me on my 
duties 
Jangan mengaturku tentang 
kewajibanku! 
Omission Directional 
318.  I’m the son of a King Aku putra dari seorang...raja... Modulation Directional 
319.  the brother of a King Adik dari seorang raja. Cultural Equivalent Directional 
320.  You’re the disappointing son of a 
brewer! 
Kau anak yang gagal dari seorang 
pembuat bir! 
Synonym Directional 
321.  A jumped-up jackeroo from the 
outback 
Seorang penggembala sombong dari 
pedalaman! 
Cultural Equivalent Directional 
322.  You’re nobody Kau bukan siapa-siapa. Modulation Natural 
323.  These sessions are over Sesi-sesi ini berakhir disini! Addition Directional 
324.  
Waiting for a King to apologize, 
one can wait rather a long wait 
Menunggu seorang raja meminta 
maaf, seseorang bisa menungggu 
untuk waktu yang lama. 
Addition Directional 
325.  This is home Ini rumahku. Addition Directional 
326.  Myrtle’s at bridge Myrtle ada di luar. Modulation Directional 
327.  I’ve made sure the boys were out Aku sudah memastikan anak-anak 
pergi keluar. 
Cultural Equivalent Directional 
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329.  I understand what you were trying 
to say, Logue 
Aku mengerti apa yang coba kau 
sampaikan, Logue. 
Transposition Directional 
330.  I went about it the wrong way Aku menyampaikannya dengan cara 
yang salah. 
Modulation Directional 
331.  I’m sorry Aku minta maaf. Modulation Natural 
332.  So, here I am Jadi, di sinilah aku sekarang. Addition Directional 
333.  
Is the nation ready for two minutes 
of radio silence? 
Apa negara ini siap untuk 




Every stammerer always fears 
going back to square one 
Setiap orang yang gagap takut 
mereka akan jatuh kembali ke titik 
awal. 
Addition Directional 
335.  I don’t let that happen Aku takkan biarkan itu terjadi. Modulation Directional 
336.  If I fail in my duty David could 
come back 
Kalau aku gagal dalam tugasku 
David bisa kembali. 
Transposition Directional 
337.  I’ve seen the placards Aku sudah melihat plakatnya, Transposition Directional 
338.  “God save our King” "Tuhan Selamatkan Raja Kami!" Transposition Natural 
339.  They don’t mean me Bukan aku yang mereka maksud. Transposition Natural 
340.  
Every other monarch in history has 
succeeded someone who was dead 
Setiap raja dalam sejarah 
menggantikan raja yang sudah 
wafat, 
Addition Directional 
341.  or just about to be Atau yang akan wafat. Addition Directional 
342.  My predecessor is not 
only alive, but very much so 
Pendahuluku bukan saja masih 
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343.  What a bloody mess Kacau sekali! Cultural Equivalent Directional 
344.  Couldn’t even give them a 
Christmas Speech 
Aku bahkan tak bisa memberikan 
Pidato Natal. 
Addition Directional 
345.  Like your Dad used to do? Seperti yang ayahmu dulu lakukan? Transposition Directional 
346.  He's not here anymore Dia tak di sini lagi. Modulation Directional 
347.  Yes he is. He’s on that shilling I 
gave you 
Dia ada. Di uang shilling yang tadi 
kuberikan padamu. 
Borrowing Directional 
348.  Easy enough to give away Cukup mudah untuk 
memberikannya. 
Transposition Directional 
349.  You don’t have to carry him 
around in your pocket 
Tak perlu kau bawa terus di 
sakumu. 
Modulation Directional 
350.  Or your brother Atau kakakmu. Cultural Equivalent Directional 
351.  
You don't need to be afraid of the 
things you were afraid of when you 
were five 
Kau tak perlu takut dengan semua 
hal yang dulu kau takuti saat kau 
lima tahun. 
Addition Directional 
352.  You’re very much your own man, 
Bertie 
Kau adalah dirimu sendiri, Bertie. Modulation Directional 
353.  Am I? Benarkah? Modulation Directional 
354.  Your face is next, mate Wajahmu yang selanjutnya ada di 
shilling ini, kawan. 
Addition Directional 
355.  
I can’t believe I’m walking on 
Chaucer and Handel and Dickens 
Aku tak percaya sedang melangkah 
di atas Chaucer, Handel dan 
Dickens. 
Modulation Directional 
356.  Everything alright? Let's get 
cracking 
Semuanya baik-baik saja? Ayo kita 
mulai. 
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357.  I’m not here to rehearse, Doctor 
Logue 
Aku tidak di sini untuk latihan, 
Dokter Logue. 
Modulation Directional 
358.  Call me Lionel Panggil aku Lionel. Modulation Natural 
359.  
True, you never called yourself 
"Doctor" I did that for you 
Benar. Kau tak pernah memanggil 
dirimu sendiri dengan panggilan 
"Dokter." Aku yang melakukannya 
untukmu 
Addition Directional 
360.  No training, no diploma, no 
qualifications 
Tak ada pelatihan, tak ada ijazah, 
tak ada kualifikasi. 
Addition Directional 
361.  Just a great deal of nerve Hanya bermodal nekat saja. Synonym Directional 
362.  The Star Chamber inquisition, is it? Apa ini sidang pengadilan? Cultural Equivalent Directional 
363.  You asked for trust Kau meminta kepercayaan Modulation Natural 
364.  and total equality dan kesetaraan penuh Transposition Directional 
365.  Bertie, I heard you at Wembley Bertie, aku mendengarmu di 
Wembley. 
Modulation Directional 
366.  I was there Aku di sana. Modulation Natural 
367.  
My son Laurie said "Dad, do you 
think you could help that poor 
man?" 
Putraku Laurie berkata, "Yah, apa 
Ayah bisa membantu pria malang 
itu?" 
Transposition Directional 
368.  What, as a failed actor!? Sebagai aktor yang gagal!? Transposition Directional 
369.  It’s true, I’m not a doctor Memang benar, aku bukan dokter, Subtraction Natural 
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371.  Well, I recited in pubs aku tampil di pub Borrowing Directional 
372.  I taught elocution in schools dan mengajarkan deklamasi di 
sekolah 
Transposition Directional 
373.  When the Great War came,  Saat Perang Besar (PD I) terjadi, Addition Directional 
374.  all our Soldiers were returning to 
Australia from the front 
seluruh prajurit kami kembali ke 
Australia dari garis depan perang 
Addition Directional 
375.  a lot of them shell-shocked, 
unable to speak 
Banyak dari mereka yang stres 
karena perang, tak dapat bicara. 
Cultural Equivalent Directional 
376.  
Somebody said, “Lionel, you're 
very good at all this speech stuff, 
Do you think you can possibly help 
these poor buggers?” 
Seseorang berkata, "Lionel, kau 
sangat ahli dalam hal bicara ini. Apa 
menurutmu kau bisa menolong 
orang-orang malang ini?" 
Transposition Directional 
377.  
I did muscle therapy, exercise, 
relaxation, but I knew I had to go 
deeper 
Aku melakukan terapi otot, latihan, 
rileksasi, tapi aku tahu aku harus 
masuk lebih dalam lagi. 
Addition Directional 
378.  
Those poor young blokes had cried 
out in fear, no-one was listening to 
them 
Anak-anak muda ini menangis 




My job was to give them faith 
in their own voice 
Tugasku adalah memberikan 




and let them know that a friend 
was listening 
Dan membiarkan mereka tahu 
bahwa seorang teman 
mendengarkan mereka. 
Structural Addition Directional 
381.  
That must ring a few bells with 
you, 
Bertie 
Pasti itu mengingatkanmu akan 
banyak hal, Bertie. 
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382.  You give a very noble account of 
yourself 
Kau memberi kesan yang sangat 
terhormat pada dirimu sendiri 
Cultural Equivalent Directional 
383.  Make inquiries Periksalah Subtraction Directional 
384.  It’s all true Semua itu benar. Modulation Directional 
385.  Inquiries have been made Pemeriksaan sudah dilakukan! Transposition Directional 
386.  You have no idea who I have 
breathing down my neck 
Kau tak tahu siapa yang kuawasi Cultural Equivalent Directional 
387.  I vouched for you and you have no 
credentials 
Sudah kukonfirmasi dan kau tak 
punya sertifikat. 
Modulation Directional 
388.  But lots of success Tapi banyak yang berhasil! Modulation Directional 
389.  I can't show you a certificate Aku tak bisa menunjukkanmu 
sertifikat, 
Subtraction Directional 
390.  there was no training then Dan juga tak ada pelatihan. Modulation Directional 
391.  Everything I know I know from 
experiences 
Semua yang kuketahui berasal dari 
pengalaman 
Transposition Directional 
392.  and that war was some experiences Dan perang itulah pengalamannya. Transposition Directional 
393.  My plaque says, "L. Logue, Speech 
Defects." 
Plakatku tertulis, "L. Logue, 
Gangguan Bicara." 
Transposition Directional 
394.  Not "Doctor", there are no letters 
after my name 
Tak ada Dr. Tak ada gelar pada 
namaku. 
Synonym Directional 
395.  Lock me in the Tower Penjarakanlah aku. Modulation Directional 
396.  I would if I could Akan kulakukan andai aku bisa! Modulation Natural 
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398.  
With war looming, you’ve saddled 
this nation with a voiceless King 
Dengan perang yang semakin 
mendekat, kau bebani negara ini 
dengan Raja yang bisu. 
Modulation Directional 
399.  You've destroyed the happiness of 
my family 




All for the sake of ensnaring a star 
patient you couldn’t possibly hope 
to assist! 
Semuanya demi untuk menjerat 
seorang pasien yang tak mungkin 
bisa kau bantu! 
Modulation Directional 
401.  It'll be like mad King George the 
Third 
Setelah Raja George III yang gila... Modulation Directional 
402.  I’ll be mad King George the 
stammerer 




Who let his people down so badly 
in their hour of need! 
Yang sangat mengecewakan 
rakyatnya di saat mereka 
membutuhkan! 
Modulation Directional 
404.  What’re you doing? Get up! Sedang apa kau? Berdiri! Transposition Directional 
405.  You can’t sit there! Get up! Kau tak boleh duduk di situ! 
Bangun! 
Modulation Natural 
406.  Why not? It’s a chair. Kenapa tidak? Ini sebuah kursi. Subtraction Natural 
407.  No, that's not a chair! Tidak, itu bukan hanya sebuah 
kursi, 
Modulation Directional 
408.  That is Saint Edward's Chair! Itu kursi Saint Edward! Tansposition Directional 
409.  People have carved their names on 
it 
Orang-orang mengukir nama 
mereka di sini. 
Subtraction Directional 
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411.  That’s the Stone of Scone! Itu Batu Scone! Subtraction Directional 
412.  you are trivialising everything Kau meremehkan semuanya. Modulation Directional 
413.  You believe such bollocks Kau percaya omong kosong itu. Cultural Equivalent Directional 
414.  I don’t care how many royal 
assholes have sat in this chair 
Aku tak peduli berapa banyak pantat 
bangsawan sudah duduk di kursi ini. 
Cultural Equivalent Directional 
415.  Listen to me! Dengarkan aku! Structural Addition Natural 
416.  Listen to you?! By what right? Mendengarkanmu? Atas hak apa? Structural Addition Directional 
417.  By the divine right, if you must! Atas kuasa Tuhan, jika terpaksa! Cultural Equivalent Directional 
418.  I’m your King! Aku Raja-mu!!! Transposition Natural 
419.  No you’re not! You told me so 
yourself. 
Kau bukan Raja! Kau bilang sendiri 
padaku. 
Addition Directional 
420.  You said you didn’t want it. Katamu kau tak menginginkannya. Modulation Directional 
421.  Why should I waste my time 
listening to you? 
Kenapa aku harus membuang 
waktuku mendengarkanmu? 
Transposition Directional 
422.  Because I have a right to be heard! Karena aku punya hak untuk 
didengar! 
Subtraction Directional 
423.  Heard as what?! Didengar karena apa? Modulation Directional 
424.  I HAVE A VOICE! KARENA AKU PUNYA SUARA! Addition Directional 
425.  Yes, you do Ya, kau punya. Addition Directional 
426.  You have such a perseverance, 
Bertie 
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427.  you’re the bravest man I know Kau pria terberani yang aku kenal. Transposition Directional 
428.  And you’ll make a bloody good 
king 
Dan kau akan menjadi raja yang 
sangat baik. 
Omission Directional 
429.  Shall we rehearse? Kita lanjutkan latihannya? Modulation Directional 
430.  Come on, up on your perch Ayo naik ke panggungmu. Synonym Directional 
431.  
Now, when you and Elizabeth 
enter through the West door you’ll 
be greeted by the hymn 
Saat kau dan Elizabeth masuk 
melalui pintu Barat kau akan 
disambut lagu pujian 
Transposition Directional 
432.  
Actually you won't be that glad, 
because they sing it for a very long 
time 
Sebenarnya kau takkan sesenang itu, 
karena mereka menyanyikannya 
lama sekali. 
Modulation Directional 
433.  Then your friend the Archbishop 
will ponce up the stairs toward you 
Kemudian temanmu Uskup Agung 
akan menaiki tangga mendatangimu, 
Cultural Equivalent Directional 
434.  
And say, “Sir, is Your Majesty 
willing to take The Oath?” 
Dan berkata, "Sir, apakah Yang 
Mulia bersedia mengambil 
sumpah?" 
Borrowing Directional 
435.  I am willing "Aku bersedia". Modulation Directional 
436.  Of course you are! Tentu saja kau bersedia! Addition Directional 
437.  I'm gonna see what it sounds 
like in the cheap seats 
Akan aku cek bagaiaman 
kedengarannya di kursi belakang 
Cultural Equivalent Directional 
438.  so even your old nanny can hear sehingga bahkan pengasuhmu yang 
sudah tua bisa mendengar 
Transposition Directional 
439.  
“Will you govern your peoples of 
Great Britain, Ireland, Canada, 
Australia and New Zealand 
"Bersediakah kau memerintah 
rakyat Inggris, Irlandia, Kanada, 
Australia dan Selandia Baru 
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according to their lands and 
customs?” 
440.  "I solemnly promise to do so" "Aku berjanji melakukannya." Modulation Directional 
441.  LOUDER! Lebih keras! Modulation Natural 
442.  I can’t hear you up the back Aku tak bisa mendengarmu dari 
belakang. 
Modulation Directional 





444.  Very good! Bagus sekali! Transposition Natural 
445.  
"Will you to your power cause 
Law and Justice, in Mercy, to be 
executed in all your judgments?" 
"Kau bersedia bila kekuasaanmu 
akan membuat Hukum dan Keadilan 
dilaksanakan sesuai dengan semua 
keputusanmu?" 
Transposition Directional 
446.  I WILL! "AKU BERSEDIA!" Modulation Directional 
447.  
Then there's a very long bit about 
upholding the faith 
Lalu ada bagian yang sangat 




It goes on, rubbish, rubbish, 
rubbish. To which you finally say 
Selanjutnya, tak penting, tak 
penting, tak penting. Dan pada 
akhirnya kau berkata... 
Modulation Directional 
449.  
"The things which I have here 
before promised, I will perform 
and keep" 
"Semua yang telah kujanjikan akan 
kulaksanakan dan kutepati. 
Transposition Directional 
450.  "So help me God" Jadi bantulah aku, Tuhan.” Structural Addition Directional 
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452.  Four short responses Empat jawaban singkat Transposition Directional 
453.  kiss the book and sign the oath and 
you're King 
Cium bukunya, tandatangani 
sumpahnya dan kau jadi Raja. 
Modulation Directional 




Turn the hesitations into pauses, 
and say to yourself, God save the 
King 
Ubah keraguanmu menjadi jeda, dan 




I say that continuously, but 
apparently no one’s listening 
Aku terus mengatakannya, tapi 
tampaknya tak seorangpun yang 
mendengarkan. 
Modulation Directional 
457.  Long pauses are good: they add 
solemnity to great occasions 
Jeda itu bagus. Menambah 
kekhidmatan pada peristiwa penting. 
Transposition Directional 
458.  Then I’m the solemnest king who 
ever lived 
Kalau begitu aku raja yang paling 
khidmat yang pernah hidup. 
Transposition Directional 
459.  And Lionel, if I am to be King, 
where is my power? 
Dan Lionel, jika aku akan menjadi 
Raja, di mana kekuasaanku? 
Transposition Directional 
460.  Can I form a Government? Bisakah aku membentuk 
pemerintahan? 
Subtraction Directional 
461.  Can I levy a tax or declare a war? Bisakah aku menarik pajak atau 
mendeklarasikan perang?  
Synonym Directional 
462.  Yet I am the seat of all authority. 
Why? 
Meskipun begitu aku pusat dari 
semua otoritas. Kenapa? 
Cultural Equivalent Directional 
463.  
Because the Nation believes that 
when I speak, I speak for them  
Karena negara ini percaya bahwa 
saat aku berbicara, aku berbicara 
mewakili mereka. 
Addition Directional 
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465.  Let’s take it all again from the top Mari kita ulangi lagi dari awal. Modulation Directional 
466.  You see "P" is always difficult, 
even when I'm singing 
"P" selalu sulit diucapkan, bahkan 
saat aku bernyanyi. 
Addition Directional 
467.  Bounce onto it "a-peoples" Ayunkan menjadi "a-peoples", 
bukan "people". 
Addition Directional 
468.  In your head, now: I have a right to 
be bloody well heard! 
Ingatlah. "Aku punya hak untuk 
didengar!" 
Modulation Directional 
469.  Bloody well heard, bloody well 
heard, bloody well heard myself! 
Didengar, didengar, didengar diriku 
sendiri! 
Cultural Equivalent Directional 
470.  Now Waltz. Move! Get continuous 
movement 
Sekarang Waltz. Bergeraklah! 
Lakukan gerakan tanpa henti. 
Borrowing Directional 
471.  For the second time in the lives of 
most of us we are at... 
"Untuk kedua kalinya dalam hidup 
sebagian besar dari kita... 
Modulation Directional 
472.  We are... Take a pause "Kita berada", ambil jeda sejenak. Addition Directional 
473.  Lionel, I can’t do this Lionel, aku tak bisa melakukannya. Modulation Directional 
474.  Bertie, you can do it Bertie, kau pasti bisa. Subtraction Directional 
475.  you’ve redecorated, Logue Kau telah menghiasnya, Logue. Modulation Directional 
476.  I made it cozy Aku membuatnya jadi nyaman. Addition Directional 
477.  
I'm thistle sifter, I've a sieve of 
sifted thistles and a sieve on 
unsifted thistles I've a sieve of 
sifted thistles and a sieve on 
unsifted thistles 
Kakaktua kakak kakekku kenal 
kakaktua kakak kakekmu. 
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478.  
Remember the red light will blink 
four times and then I’ve asked 
them to turn it off 
Ingat lampu merah akan berkedip 4 
kali lalu aku minta mereka 
mematikannya 
Modulation Directional 
479.  because we don’t want that evil eye 
staring at you all the way through 
Karena kita tak mau mata iblis itu 
menatapmu sepanjang pidato. 
Addition Directional 




I don’t know how to thank you 
for what you’ve done 
Entah bagaimana caranya aku 
berterimakasih atas apa yang telah 
kau lakukan. 
Addition Directional 
482.  Knighthood? Diberi gelar ksatria? Addition Directional 
483.  Forget everything else and just say 
it to me 
Lupakan yang lainnya dan katakan 
saja padaku. 
Transposition Directional 
484.  Say it to me, as a friend Katakan sebagai seorang teman. Omission Directional 
485.  “In this grave hour, “Di masa genting ini… Synonym Directional 
486.  perhaps the most fateful in our 
history, 
...mungkin masa depan yang paling 
menentukan dalam sejarah kita... 
Addition Directional 
487.  I send to every household of my 
peoples, 
Aku menyampaikan ke setiap 
rakyatku... 
Synonym Directional 
488.  both at home Baik di dalam negeri... Synonym Directional 
489.  and overseas Dan di luar negeri... Structural Addition Natural 
490.  this message Pesan ini... Transposition Natural 
491.  spoken with the same depth of 
feeling 
Diucapkan dengan perasaan 
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492.  for each one of you Untuk kalian semua... Transposition Directional 
493.  as if I were able to cross your 
threshold 
Seolah aku bisa melintasi ambang 
pintu kalian... 
Transposition Directional 
494.  And speak to you myself. Dan berbicara langsung pada kalian. Transposition Directional 
495.  For the second time in the lives of 
most of us 
Untuk kedua kalinya dalam hidup 
sebagian besar dari kita... 
Transposition Directional 
496.  we are at... at war ...kita berada dalam peperangan. Addition Directional 
497.  Over and over again Berulang kali... Modulation Directional 
498.  we have tried to find ...kita telah berusaha mencari... Omission Directional 
499.  a peaceful way out of the 
differences between ourselves 
...jalan damai bagi perbedaan di 
antara kita... 
Subtraction Directional 
500.  and those who are now our 
enemies 
...dan mereka yang kini menjadi 
musuh kita. 
Transposition Directional 
501.  But it has been in vain. Tapi semuanya sia-sia. Subtraction Directional 
502.  We have been forced into a 
conflict. 
Kita dipaksa masuk ke dalam 
sebuah konflik. 
Addition Directional 
503.  For we are called, to meet the 
challenge of a principle 
Karena kita dipanggil untuk hadapi 
tantangan dari sebuah prinsip... 
Modulation Directional 
504.  which, if it were to prevail, ...yang jika tantangan ini 
dimenangkan... 
Addition Directional 
505.  would be fatal to any civilized 
order 
...akan berakibat fatal bagi tatanan 
peradaban... 
Transposition Directional 
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507.  Such a principle, Prinsip seperti itu... Transposition Directional 
508.  stripped of all disguise, ...menelanjangi semua samaran... Modulation Directional 
509.  is surely the mere ...tentu saja merupakan... Modulation Directional 
510.  Primitive doctrine that might is 
right. 
...doktrin kuno bahwa kekerasanlah 
yang akan menang. 
Transposition Directional 
511.  For the sake of all that we 
ourselves hold dear, 
Demi orang-orang yang kita 
sayangi... 
Synonym Directional 
512.  It is unthinkable that we should 
refuse to meet the challenge. 
...tak terpikirkan kalau kita harus 
menolak menghadapi tantangan ini. 
Structural Addition Directional 
513.  It is to this high purpose that I now 
call 
Untuk tujuan mulia ini, aku kini 
memanggil... 
Synonym Directional 
514.  my people at home and my peoples 
across the seas, 
...rakyatku di tanah air dan di negeri 
orang... 
Synonym Directional 
515.  Who will make our cause their own ...yang akan menjadikan tujuan kita 
menjadi tujuan bagi semuanya. 
Addition Directional 
516.  I ask them to stand calm and firm, Aku meminta mereka untuk berdiri 
tenang dan tegar... 
Modulation Directional 
517.  and united in this time of trial ...dan bersatu dalam masa percobaan 
ini... 
Transposition Directional 
518.  The task will be hard. ... Tugasnya akan berat. Subtraction Directional 
519.  There may be dark days ahead, Mungkin akan ada hari-hari yang 
suram di masa mendatang... 
Addition Directional 
520.  And war can no longer be confined 
to the battlefield. 
Dan peperangan tak lagi bisa 
dibatasi di medan perang. 
Modulation Directional 
521.  But we can only do the right 
as we see the right 
Tetapi kita hanya bisa lakukan apa 
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522.  And reverently commit our cause 
to God. 
...dan mempercayakan sepenuhnya 
tujuan kita pada Tuhan. 
Transposition Directional 
523.  If one and all we keep resolutely 
faithful to it, 
Jika kita semua tetap memegang 
teguh keyakinan... 
Omission Directional 
524.  then, with God’s help, maka, dengan pertolongan Tuhan, Subtraction Directional 
525.  We shall prevail.” Kita akan berjaya. Modulation Directional 
526.  Very good, Bertie. Bagus sekali, Bertie. Transposition Natural 
527.  You still stammered on the “w” Kau masih gagap saat menyebut 
huruf "W". 
Addition Directional 
528.  Had to throw in a few so they knew 
it was me. 
Harus kulakukan sedikit-sedikit jadi 
mereka tahu ini aku. 
Synonym Directional 
529.  Your first war time speech. Pidato masa perangmu yang 
pertama. 
Modulation Directional 
530.  Congratulations. Selamat. Transposition Natural 
531.  Expect I shall have to do a great 
deal more 
Tentu aku harus berusaha lebih 
keras lagi. 
Modulation Directional 
532.  Thank you, Logue Terima kasih, Logue. Modulation Natural 
533.  Well done, my friend Kerja bagus, Kawanku. Transposition Natural 
534.  Thank you, Your Majesty Terima kasih, Yang Mulia. Modulation Natural 
 
